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CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION OF THIS STUDY
!• Introduction
In recent years, and at the present more than during 
any other period, the elementary schools of our country 
have been turning their attention toward the field of 
organized science as an area of the curriculum. In many 
schools science has been an Incidental and minor subject. 
Nature study was Included in the child1s learning experiences, 
but it too frequently lacked breadth of content and failed 
to Include experiences for functional learning. With the 
advent of many attractive science readers in recent years, 
more attention is being given to science as a field of 
study in the elementary schools.
In many school systems throughout the nation, teachers 
in service are receiving training in this area. To aid 
teachers of science in the elementary grades, colleges and 
universities are offering special courses. These trends 
are gratifying, for it is unfortunate that elementary science 
has lagged behind scientific achievement in a period known 
as the age of science.
2Two yearbooks of the National Society for the Study of
1 2Education, the Thirty-First and the Forty-Sixth, have done
much to clarify thinking and to stimulate development of a 
program of science Instruction In the elementary grades.
Elementary science as a part of the curriculum Is a 
fertile field In which to work. Since legal compulsion 
practically guarantees attendance of all children through 
the elementary grades, provision should be made for a back­
ground of cultural and of practical training which shall to 
a large extent prepare the children for the experiences and 
responsibilities of living In this age of science.
2. Importance of the Problem
The Importance of the problem Is clearly stated In the
Forty-Sixth yearbook. It says:
Science Is probably the least developed area of 
elementary education. It has only recently been 
Introduced Into many elementary curriculums. As 
might be expected of a newcomer, science has not 
yet found Its place In many schools, although much 
progress has been made within the past few years. 
The courses of study will reveal little agreement 
as to objectives, scope, sequence, suggested 
experiences, or grade placement of learning.5
Most elementary school teachers are general teachers 
responsible for one group of children throughout the day.
National Society for the Study of Education, A Program 
for Teaching Science, Thirty-First Yearbook, Part I.""
q
Ibid., Science In the American Schools, Forty-Sixth 
Yearbook. Part 1.
5 Ibid., pp. 107-08.
3In many achoola the aolence in the curriculum ia integrated 
with other aubjecta and a large block of time each day ia 
devoted to activitiea that are related to the aolution of 
a problem. More often than not the buay teacher haa neither 
the time nor the energy to evaluate acience experiencea 
which can be fitted into the daily round of activitiea. 
The result ia mere talk and reading about acience with 
little or no real atudy of acience.
3. The Problem Stated
Thia atudy ia concerned with (a) a Hating of acience 
experiencea for fourth grade children of Houston, Texas; 
and (b) a validation of these experiencea in relation to 
the baalc concepts of acience education.
4. The Purpose of Thia Study
The purpose of thia atudy ia threefold in nature: (a) 
to accumulate a list of science experiences for the fourth 
grade child integrated with or related to the existing
4 
Curriculum of Social Studies of the Houston Public Schools;
(b) to show how these experiences may be related to and 
contribute to growth in the child's understanding of the 
basic concepts of acience; and (c) the ultimate objective 
ia to use these findings in acience inatruction which haa
Houston Public Schoola, Scope of the Curriculum of 
the Houston Public Schoola, Bulletin no. 44CB16.
4both a great potential contribution to make and responsibility 
to help develop in children the qualities and attitudes of 
mind that will be most necessary to them if they are to meet 
the problems created by an age of science*
5. Procedures and Sources of Information
In the development of this study a variety of procedures 
and techniques were utilized* Professional literature and 
related previous research were read and analyzed) teaching 
units in six series of science readers were analyzed to 
determine to what extent their authors related material for 
study to fiVe major areas of a child's environment; functional 
learning experiences which will enable a fourth grade child 
to experience social and intellectual growth in his entire 
environment were listed; and an attempt was made to relate 
these content areas to the basic concepts of science*
The national Society for the Study of Education has 
published two yearbooks pertaining to science; the Thirty- 
First Yearbook® revolutionized the teaching of science by 
advocating that (a) through the sixth grade the work in 
elementary science should consist of a continuous Integrated 
program, and (b) such a program should provide an expanding, 
spiral development of understandings, attitudes, and skills* 
6 The Forty-Sixth Yearbook selected and described the best
5 national Society for the Study of Education, op. cit*, 
pp* 2-3*
6
National Society for the Study of Education, O£* cit*. 
P* 2
5practices in science teaching that could be found and showed 
how they can be adapted to daily use by any qualified science 
teacher. The methods, basic concepts and attitudes developed 
in these yearbooks will be followed as closely as possible.
The Texas state adopted science readers for the first 
four grades and five other series of science readers (Appendix A) 
will be studied and analyzed for content areas related to 
these concepts and attitudes. A number of other science 
readers (Appendix B) and books prepared for teachers will 
be studied for related content areas and a bibliography 
prepared. All audio-visual materials in the Audio-Visual 
Library of the Houston Public Schools, which are found to be 
related to the study, will be catalogued and listed in 
Appendix C.
6. Preview of Material to Follow
Thia study is divided into six chapters. Following this 
introductory chapter, (a) Chapter II reviews the previous 
literature and research dealing with science in the elementary 
schools, (b) Chapter III sets up criteria for science experi­
ences for the fourth grade, (c) Chapter IV is concerned with 
collecting, tabulating, and interpreting data used in thia 
study, (d) Chapter V sums up findings and draws conclusions, 
and (e) Chapter VI suggests further fields of study.
7 
Wonderworld of Science Series, Books 1-6.
CHAPTEH II
REVIE?? OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH AID LITERATURE
1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to review the profes­
sional literature and research concerned with (a) the place 
of science in the education of elementary school children; 
(b) recent reports bearing on the objectives of science 
instruction; and (c) criteria for evaluating a listing of 
science experiences for a fourth grade child.
2, Importance of Science for the Elementary School Child
As far back as 1904, Jackman^ urged that a science 
course be offered from the kindergarten to the university 
with every step taken by the pupils a preparation for the 
next one. This suggestion was not accepted and science was 
not a part of the curriculum prior to the high school except 
in widely scattered spots, 
o
The Thirty-First Tearbook approved a continuous science 
program beginning with the kindergarten and continuing every 
year through the elementary and secondary schools. This year 
book for the first tine offered a comprehensive program of
W. S. Jackman, in the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Third Yearbook, p. 14.
o 
National Society for the Study of Education, op. cit., 
pp. 10-11,
-6-
1science Instruction from the kindergarten through the 
twelfth grade. It helped materially to advance a program 
of science for the elementary schools. Eere Ralph Powers 
says:
Under the Influence of these uncoordinated and 
often conflicting agencies, science has not attained 
the recognition In the schools that it deserves. 
This lack of recognition Is particularly noticeable 
in the elementary schools. In a period that has 
been repeatedly characterized as an age of science, 
the elementary school has contributed but few ’ele­
ments of enrichment1 from science to the •continuous 
process of education I* It follows from this that 
the great mass of our adult population must have 
made most of their adjustments to this age of science 
through experiences they have had outside the schools.5
5 Ralph Powers, "Introduction,” in Rational Society for
the Study of Education, o£. clt., pp. ix-x.
4
National Society for the Study of Education, o^. clt., 
p. 2.
4
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook Is comparable In importance 
with the one just named and deals with Science Education In 
the American Schools. The purpose of this yearbook Is (a) 
to present a challenging and workable philosophy which will 
assist and encourage teachers of science to make the contri­
butions to the welfare of our society which they, through 
their Instructional and professional activities, can make 
and which society expects them to make; and (b) to appraise 
the new methods and devices in science instruction that are 
being developed in many places, and to determine, in so far 
as possible, what their implications for the future seem to be. *4
8In dlBonaslng the place of science education In the 
elementary schools, the committee of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook 
states the aims of education:
One alm of education Is the development of the 
abilities of children as Individuals to the end 
that they will be able to secure the maximum of 
good for themselves. Another major alm Is the 
development of the Individual for social responsi­
bility. There Is no dichotomy In the content and 
procedures of these alms. . . . In considering 
these alms In the elementary school. It is necessary 
to take into account the potentialities of science 
as a factor In the successful adjustment of children 
to the world which surrounds them. The meanings 
which man attaches to the things that happen in 
his environment greatly affect his social adjust­
ment. These meanings Involve Interpretations. If 
the Individual interprets his environment In terms 
of unfounded opinions, his mental development is 
likely to be stunted. If, on the other hand, the 
individual sees his environment as something that 
can be studied and utilized, he will have a more 
constructive outlook upon life.
A fundamental purpose, then, in the education 
of children must be to give the kind of guidance 
which leads them to make adjustments to the world 
about them through Interpretations that are con­
sistent with the best statements of truth available. 
Hence, in determining the background for the curriculum 
of the elementary school, the content and method of 
science must be considered for Its contribution to 
successful adjustment and the development of desirable 
social behavior. It should be noted that the alms 
of elementary education are in effect the alma of 
society. Science, is, therefore, not to be developed 
in the elementary school for its own vested interest 
but rather for its contribution to the needs of 
children and to the welfare of society.6 5
5 Ibid., pp. 2, 60.
9Craig aays:
Although the majority of the students In the ele­
mentary school will never become specialists in the 
field of science, they will have very persistent 
needs to be supplied from thia field. It would seem 
that the destiny of society Is dependent to no small 
extent upon giving to all the people a speaking 
acquaintance with science, the subject whose latent 
powers can be used to benefit or to destroy civilisa­
tion, Possibly our best means of guaranteeing the 
perpetuation of research In the social order is the 
education of the people to the function of science 
in a democracy, a task which may have Its beginnings 
In the kindergarten.6
Caswell says:
The modern world reflects the application of 
science on every hand. There Is hardly an activity, 
however commonplace, which does not use science in 
some form. Yet In spite of this widespread influence 
on our day-by-day living and thinking, science has 
entered the curriculum of our elementary schools 
slowly,7
Q
It is Craig*s belief that the schools have great 
responsibility to develop desirable social behavior in the 
children because the schools are maintained by the people 
for the preservation and advancement of society. The ele­
mentary schools handle most all the youth and certainly de­
sirable social behavior is one of the basic purposes of education
Children explore their physical environment with avid 
curiosity, Preston* 89 comments that as the knowledge of the
® Gerald S, Craig, Science for the Elementary-School 
Teacher, p, 6.
17
Hollis L, Caswell, editor. Science In Childhood Edu­
cation, p. v.
8 Gerald S, Craig, Science In Childhood Education, p. 18.
Q
Ralph C. Preston In National Society for the Study of 
Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, og. clt,, p. 63.
10
elementary school child accumulates, it is clear that science 
education is peculiarly adapted to some of childliood’a most 
universal characteristics,
Mitchell says:
The evidence Is overrrheImine that the essay in 
discovery la a native drive of children from kinder­
garten through high school. If children of these 
ages do not show this drive, I think we can hold 
adults responsible - not the children themselves. 
• ♦ • Curiosity about how things work Is one of 
the strongest drives of young children,*0
Parents and teachers cause the maturing child to lose 
his zest for Inquiry and exploration by falling to direct 
and channel thia natural curiosity. This curiosity so con­
spicuous in children Is equally characteristic of the 
scientists.
Children are Interested in all aspects of environment. 
Studies of children’s Interests show great diversity, Craig 
writes:
Hany studies have been made of children’s interest 
in science. In general these studies show that 
children may be interested in a wide variety of 
scientific phenomena - living things, mechanics, 
earth’s forces, and so on. The interest of children 
can be broadened and deepened through a stimulating 
environment, , , , If a subject of science does 
not prove to be interesting to a class, the teacher 
can afford to question her own teaching methods or the 
appropriateness of the subject for the particular 
level of the child’s growth. Usually the teacher can 
rely upon the natural challenge that resides within 
the area of science that she is teaching. *
10 L, S, Mitchell, Research on the Child’s Level, pp, 
Hl-12. -------- *---------------------
Gerald 5, Craig, Science for the Elementary-School 
Teacher, op, clt., pp, 13-14,'
11
Preston sayos
Experience Las demonstrated that science may 
be organised, in the elementary school so that a 
wide rar^re of subject matter may be pursued in a 
given year of school without sacrificing any of 
the objectives of science education. Such an 
organisation makes it unnecessary to defer children’s 
questions to another year, a procedure which Is 
likely to drain curiosity of its imperative quality, 
with the result th*t a strategic opportunity for 
learning is lost.12 13
12 Ralph C. Preston, on. clt,, p, 64.
13 Ibid., p, 65.
Curriculum makers emphasise the importance of pupil- 
teacher participation in planning and solving problems. 
Certainly no artifice Is needed to get children Interested 
in problems involving science activities because the very 
study of science emphasizes phenomena which are of vital 
Interest to children,
Preston tells of an investigation by J, T, West, who 
Investigated the behavior of children in a fifth grade class 
engaged in science activities, Preston says of this invest1 
gation:
He found that in so far as opportunity was 
provided, children readily assumed obligation 
for group work, undertook voluntarily to perform 
out-of-school experiments and reading suggested 
new ways of doing things, and participated In 
numerous other ways,13
Craig discusses the place of science In the Ilves of 
children. He summarizes:
12
It Is apparent that no small number of children’s 
normal free activities are concerned, with building 
up an acquaintance of the world that surrounds theme 
These activities lead children to exploration and to 
interpretatlone
When we consider that science is likewise con­
cerned with exploration and interpretation, we realize 
that the child’s normal activities have considerable 
in common with the purposes and methods of science, 
and that the teacher can view the teaching of science 
as utilizing the natural dynamic drives and potential­
ities of children.
3. Recent Reports Bearing on the Objectives of 
Science Instruction
In the Thirty-First Yearbook of the Society for the Study 
of Education the committee gives an alm of education as "Life 
Enrichment through Participation In a Democratic Social Order." 
Powers opposes the content field with the traditional practice 
of organizing science Instruction around object lessons. He 
speaks for the committee and saysi
♦ . • The point of view taken here is that life 
enrichment Is, in part, and In large part, developed 
from the understanding of principles and generaliza­
tions that ramify Into human experience. . . • It 
is clear, then, that the school will contribute to 
life enrichment if its activities are of the kind 
from which ideas may be developed and If the ideas 
may in turn be associated into principles and 
generalizations that are interwoven into human 
experience. This point of view Is Important because 
it suggests a definable procedure for accomplishing 
an Integration of school activities and life activities.
14 Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary-School 
Teacher, op. cit., pp, 16-17.
13
Functional learnlns Is conditioned upon attain­
ment of some such Integration.
A functional understanding of a principle has 
been attained If the learner has acquired ability 
to associate with the principle the Ideas from his 
Immediate and from his subsequent experiences that 
are related to It and If he is able to apply the 
principles In practical situations. The principles 
and generalizations that ramify most widely into 
human affairs may be stated as objectives of science 
education.
In the light of the foregoing. It Is proposed 
that the curriculum In science for a program of 
general education be organized about large objectives, 
that understanding and enlargement of these objectives 
shall constitute the contribution of science teaching 
to the ultimate alm of education, and that the source 
of study be so organized that each succeeding grade 
level shall present an increasingly enlarged and 
Increasingly mature development of the objectlves.^5
Craig lists the three following criteria for selecting 
objectives of science in the elementary schools I
(A) Certain objectives that are selected for 
science In the elementary schools should conform 
to those conceptions (1) that greatly Influence the 
thinking of the Individuals who learn their meaning, 
(2) that have modified thinking In many fields be­
sides that of science, and (3) that are related to 
developing an understanding of the place of the 
scientific method In society.
(B) Certain objectives that are selected for 
science in the elementary school should conform to 
those conceptions which should function In the mass 
Intelligence If man Is to secure continued existence 
and advancement.
(C) Certain objectives that are selected for 
science In the elementary school should conform 
to those facts, principles, meanings, and
Ralph Powers, og, clt.. pp. 42-44, 
14
hypotheses of science that are essential to the 
interpretation of natural phenomena that commonly 
challenge children.16
16 Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary-School 
Teacher, op. clt., p. 11.
Craig lists statements that are expressions of* con­
ceptions of modern science that comply with the above criteria 
for selecting objectives:
Spacoe Space is vast.
Tire. The earth is very old as measured In terms 
of our units of time.
Change. The surface of the earth has not always
had its present appearance and is constantly changing.
There have been profound changes In the climate 
of various regions of the earth and in the climate 
of the earth as a whole.
Life has developed from simple forms.
The earth has been developed as a result of the 
action of natural forces.
Man has modified plant and animal forms through 
a knowledge of natural processes.
Chemical and physical change are manifestations 
of energy.
The earth and its life are greatly affected by 
tb.e ocean of air, which completely surrounds the 
earth.
The sun Is a source of energy.
Sound is caused by waves which are produced by 
a vibrating body and which affect the auditory 
nerves of the ear.
All matter is probably electrical In structure.
15
Variety. There are a very great variety and 
range in the alee, structure, and habits of living 
things.
Heredity la responsible for the differences be­
tween Barents and offsprings, aa well aa for the 
resemblancea.
All life comes from life and produces its own 
kind of living organisms.
There are fewer than one hundred elements.
Every substance is one of the followings (1) an 
element, (2) a chemical compound, (3) a mechanical 
mixture•
The properties of the different elements depend 
on the number and arrangement of the electrons and 
protons contained in their atoms.
Any machine, no matter how complicated, may be 
analyzed into a few simple types.
Adaption. Species have survived because by 
adaption and adjustments they have tended to become 
better fitted to the conditions under which they 
live.
The earth’s position and relation to the sun 
and moon are of great Importance to the life of the 
earth.
Life has developed from simple forms.
Interrelationships• The earth has been developed 
as a result oi1 the action of natural forces.
Life is dependent upon certain materials and con­
ditions.
The physical environment has great influence, 
not only upon the structural forms of life, but 
also upon society.
Gravitation is the attraction between bodies. 
It has profound influence upon the movements of 
astronomical bodies.
The earth and Its life are greatly affected by the 
ocean of air, which completely surrounds the earth.
6Licht la Indispensable to life. The phencr.ena 
of llcht and the applications that Ban has made of 
it are important to his continued progress.
Through the interdependence of species and the 
struggle for existence, there tends to be maintained 
a balance among the many forms of life.
Efficient living is dependent upon a knowledge 
of the principles of health and sanitation.^7
The committee of the Thirty-First Yearbook takes Craig1s 
list and studies made by Downing and Sltes^® and develops a 
list which it says is of sufficient importance to justify 
their use for guidance in selecting specific objectives for 
the elementary school; however, the committee recognises 
that it is incomplete and in need of further refinement.
This is the list of statements developed by this committeei
1. The sun is the chief source of energy for the 
earth.
2. Through interdependence of the species and the 
struggle for existence a balance tends to be main­
tained among the many forms of life.
3. The earth’s position in relation to the sun 
and moon is a determining factor of life on earth.
4. All life comes from life and produces its own 
kind of living organism.
5. Yatter and energy cannot be created or destroyed, 
but changed from one form to another.
6. Species have survived because of adaptations 
and adjustments which have fitted them to the con­
ditions under which they live.
PP‘ H-12.
18 F. D. Curtis, Second Direst of Investigations In the 
Teaching of Science, pp. 75, 211, 2677
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7. The energy of solar radiation la continually 
working changes in the surface of the earth.
8. There have been profound changes in the climate, 
not only of certain regions, but also of the earth
as a whole.
9. The evolution of the earth has come as a 
result of natural forces.
10. Units of time are defined by the earth's 
movements In relation to the sun.
11. All life has evolved from simple forms.
12. The earth seems very old when Its age Is 
measured In the ordinary units of time.
13. Distances In space seem extremely vast when 
compared with distances on the earth.
14. The physical environment has had great In­
fluence on the structural forms of life and on 
plant and animal habitats.
15. Man can modify the nature of plant and animal 
forms through application of his knowledge of the 
laws of heredity.
16. There Is a great variety In the size, structure, 
and habits of living things.
17. There are processes that go on within an 
organism that ere vital to Its continued existence.
13. Chemical and physical changes are manifestations 
of energy changes.
19. There are fewer than one hundred chemical ele­
ments.
20. Every substance Is one of the following: (a) 
a chemical element, (b) a chemical compound, (c) a 
mechanical mixture.
21. Certain material substances and certain 
physical conditions are limiting factors to life.
22. Light is a limiting factor to life.
18
23e Sound Is caused by waves which are produced 
by a vibrating body and which can affect the auditory 
nerves of the ear*
24, Gravitation is the attractive force that in­
fluences or governs the movements of astronomical 
bodies,
25, Machines are devices for accomplishing useful 
transformations of energy,
26, Any machine, no matter how complicated, may 
be analyzed into a few simple types,
27, The properties of different elements depend 
on the number and arrangement of the electrons and 
protons contained in their atoms,
28, All matter is probably electrical in structure,
29, The applications of electricity and magnetism 
in the home and in industry have revolutionized the 
methods of living of many people,
30, Heredity determines the differences between 
parents and offsprings as well as the resemblances,
31, The kinetic energy of the molecules detennines 
the physical states of matter,
32, The gravitational attraction between the 
earth and a mass of unconfined gas or liquid causes 
the pressure of the liquid or gas on the surface
of the earth,
33, Liquid or gas pressure is exerted equally 
in all directions,
34, Chemical changes are accompanied by energy 
changes,
35, A change in rate or direction of motion of 
an object requires the application of an external 
force,
36, Hadlant energy travels In straight lines 
through a tmlform medium,
37, Electricity is a form of energy that results 
from disturbing the position or the regular paths 
of electrons.
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38• In a chemical change a quantitative relation­
ship exists between the ar.our.ta of substances reacting 
and the amounts of the substances that are the products 
of the reactioml-S
The committee of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook states the 
criteria employed in formulating objectives:
In the first place, the statement should be 
practicable for the classroom teacher. It must be 
usable; when properly used. It should lead logically 
from one step to the next; and, if carefully followed, 
it should result in progress toward the objectives 
ultimately sought.
In the second place, the statement of the objectives 
should be psychologically sound. It should be based 
on generally accepEed principles of learning and 
should be as little subject as possible to the con­
flicting postulates of various theories of the 
psychology of learning.
In the third place, the objectives should be 
possible of attainment under reasonably favorable 
circumstances and to a measurable degree. A teacher 
in an ordinary classroom, with the average group 
of pupils, should be able to bring about demonstrable 
progress toward the attainment of all the objectives 
which are appropriate to the level of development 
of the learners.
In the fourth place, the eelected objectives 
should be universal in a democratic society. Objectives 
should not be limited by political or geographical 
considerations; they should not apply to one sect 
or creed or racial group more than to any other. 
They should impinge on man’s thinking about himself 
and the society and the world In which he Ilves, 
whoever and wherever he may be.
Finally, the statement of the objectives and the 
explanatory context should Indicate, directly or 
by clear implication, the relationship of classroom 
activity to desired changes In human oe'Eavlcr.' "Too 
often objectives are' stated ‘either In overly broad
18
National Society for the Study of Education, Thirty- 
First Yearbook, ojo. clt., pp. 53-55,
0general torsia, and hence are vague, or In terms of
speciflo subject-matter content.19 20
19 National Society for the Study of Education, Forty- 
Sixth Yearbook, jyD. clt., p. 25.
20 Ibid., p. 25.
The committee of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook proposed a list 
of eight objectives which it felt would meet the above 
criteria and at the same time represent the major types of 
learning outcomes. These are:
1. Functional Information or facts.
2. Functional concepts.
3. Functional understanding of principles.
4. Instrumental skills.
5. Problem-solving skills.
6. Attitudes.
7. Appreciations.
8. Interests.20
The committee emphasizes that these objectives are given 
as "directions of growth" anfl. not definite results to be 
obtained completely and perfectly. The committee feels 
that a complete listing of all possible specific objectives 
could not or should not be made, but Illustrates the types 
of objectives for science teaching as follows:
1. Functional Information or facta about such 
matter as:
Our universe - earth, sun, moon, stars, weather 
and climate*
Living things - plants and animals.
The human body - structure, function, and care.
The nature of matter - elements, compounds, mix­
tures, chemical change, physical change, solids, 
liquids, gases.
1Energy - sources, types of energy, machines.
Contributions of science to life of our times - 
radio, telephone, telegraph, electric lights, motion 
picture, household appliances, and airplanes.
2e Functional concepts, such as:
Space is vast.
The earth is very old.
All life has evolved from simpler forms.
All matter is probably electrical in structure.
3. Functional understanding of principles, such as:
All living things reproduce their kind.
Changes In seasons and differences In weather and 
climate depend largely upon the relation of the 
earth to the sun.
Energy can be changed from one form to another.
All matter is composed of single elements or 
combinations of elements.
Living things in a given environment or locality 
are mutually interdependent.
4. Instrumental skills, such as ability to:
Read science content with understanding and satis­
faction.
Perform fundamental operations with reasonable 
accuracy.
Perform simple manipulatory activities with 
science equipment.
Read maps, graphs, charts, and tables and to 
Interpret them.
Hake accurate measurements, readings, titrations, etc
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5. Problem-solving skills, such as ability tot
Sense a problem.
Define a problem.
Study the situation for all facts and clues 
bearing upon the problem.
Kake the best tentative explanations or hypotheses.
Select the most likely hypothesis.
Test the hypothesis by experimental or other 
means.
Accept tentatively, or reject the hypothesis 
and teat other hypotheses.
Draw conclusions.
6. Attitudes, such as:
Open-mindedness - willingness to consider new facts.
Intellectual honesty - scientific integrity, 
unwillingness to compromise with truth as known.
Suspended judgment - scientific control withholding 
conclusions until all available facts are in, not 
generalizing from insufficient data.
7. Appreciations, such as:
Appreciation of the contributions of scientists.
Appreciation of basic cause-and-effect relationships.
Sensitivity to possible uses and applications of 
science in personal relationships and disposition 
to use scientific knowledge and abilities in such 
relationships (attitude).
8. Interests, such as:
Interest in some phase of science as a recreational 
activity or hobby.
Interest in science as a field for a vocation.
21 Ibid., pp. 28-29.
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4. Resume of Selected Previous Research
This Investigator found several research Investigations 
concerning elementary science that will be reviewed briefly.
(1) Robertson Investigated to find a list of subject 
matter topics that are suitable for elementary science, and 
can contribute to an understanding of scientific principles. 
He analyzed five previously completed studies and analyzed 
their value to man In Interpreting his environment. He used
23 the first four of Fruit's criteria for determination of 
the principles.
24(2) Robertson made a further study to determine a 
selection of science principles. He anlayzed seven unpublished 
studies and three published studies to obtain lists of major 
and minor principles. These were compared, one by one, by
a jury consisting of the Investigator and three other members 
of the Department of Science of the University of Michigan 
High School with the criteria established by a group of teachers 
enrolled In the seminar of the University of Michigan. The 
list of statements was further refined by six specialists 
who were members of various departments of science in the
22 Martin L. Robertson, A Synthesis and Evaluation of 
Subject-Matter Topics in Elementary Science.
23 Francis D. Curtis, Third Digest of Investigations In 
the Teaching of Science, p. 156.
24 Martin L. Robertson, A Basis for the Selection of 
Couree Content In Elementai*y "Science'.
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University of Michigan. This Hat was submitted to twenty 
supervisors and professors of the teaching of elementary 
science who were asked to evaluate each principle as to the 
ultimate goal or outcome of science in grades one to six 
inclusive. There was a final list of 113 defensibly stated 
principles and subsidiary principles appropriate to serve 
as ultimate goals of science teaching in the elementary 
schools.
(3) Beauchamp^® made a study to determine the extent 
and nature of the Individual differences which arise in 
attaining specific learning products in elementary science. 
This Investigation used twenty-one unselected sub-freshman 
pupils in the University of Chicago High School and was 
carried on during four fifty-minute periods per week from 
October 1 to May 15. Individual differences were found to 
develop with respect to attitudes toward work and methods of 
study; the time required to attain the specific learning 
products; the number of trials required to solve the exercises; 
the interpretations of the exercises presented for solution; 
the types of errors made and the causes of these errors; 
and the ability to perform the different activities required 
in the study of science.
25 Wilbur Lee Beauchamp, An Analytical Study of Attain­
ment of Specific Learning Product's in Elementary ScTence.
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Ho investigation was found that paralleled this one,
26but each of these reviewed and those published by Haupt 
27and Curtis were of value to the investigator in making 
this study.
5. Criteria for Evaluating a Listing of Science Experiences
for a Fourth Grade Child
Science Is an active field of study, constantly demanding 
of the curriculum maker and the classroom teacher a willing­
ness to make new observations, to challenge present conclusions 
and to consider new facts. Craig says:
In the content field It was the traditional 
practice to organize science Instruction around 
object lessons. Instruction consisted mainly of 
the study of such objects as turtles, frogs, 
raccoons, leaves, rocks, goldfish, flowers. This 
approach encouraged a type of casual nature study 
and busy work which lacked vigor, challenge, and 
fundamental social value. The nature and scope of 
the learning secured was dependent upon such Incidents 
as the blooming of a flower, the bringing to school 
of an object, the appearance of an animal, the whim 
of an individual, and the elements of chance. The 
teacher usually kept these animate and Inanimate 
objects on a table and from time to time utilized 
them as material for discussion. Hany teachers 
expected the children to feel a sentimentalism 
toward these objects, an attitude which could 
scarcely be defended as the basis of science or of 
child development. Then one considers that science 
Is far from Incidental In the life of the child or 
In contemporary society, he can scarcely justify a
28 George W. Haupt, An Experimental Application of a 
Philosophy of Science TeacHlng In an Elementary ScKooTT
Francis D. Curtis, o£. clt.
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science program dependent on a collection of rocks, 
feathers, shells, and other bits of material, all 
of which are largely shorn of meaning and Isolated 
from their natural context when they are brought 
into the schoolroom*
• • •
The new program of science, which emphasizes the 
development of desirable social behavior. Is organized 
around problems that have social value and are 
challenging and worth while to children. The teacher, 
therefore, must look back of the objects of the 
universe to the problems which Involve meanings 
that children will need to understand In order to 
participate Intelligently In life* Incidents and 
objects serve to illustrate and develop the meanings 
of science and to assist In the solution of problems, 
but in a functional curriculum they are not ends In 
themselves) they are means to greater ends.28
Parton concurs In the attitude. She says:
The content of the science program In many 
elementary schools Is now being organized around 
problems which have social value and which are 
significant In the lives of the children. These 
problems arise from children’s Interest in the 
world around them and from their need to meet 
intelligently their problems of living In areas 
such as health, conservation, and safety. They 
are solved not through the mere accumulation of 
facts but In such a way as to help children (1) 
develop meanings which are essential to social 
understanding, and (2) put In practice desirable 
social behavior. Problems Involve meanings In 
their solution, and meanings are learned through 
experiences. • • • If science Instruction Is to 
contribute effectively to the children’s understand­
ing of their environment, the program should give 
them well rounded experiences.
Gerald S. Craig, Science In Childhood Education, op. 
clt., pp. 35-36.
29 Daisy Parton In National Society for the Study of 
Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, og. clt., pp. 69-70.
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The committee of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook lists and 
discusses five factors to be taken into account in providing 
children with a well balanced content in sciencei
1. Balance in terms of areas of environment. A well- 
balanced science program will provide experiences 
which help children extend and deepen their under­
standing in the major areas of their environment.
2. Balance in terms of areas of living. A well- 
balanced science program also wiTI provide opportunities 
for children to understand and meet more intelligently 
their problems in the various areas of living. Boys 
and girls need help with problems of home, school,
and community living in such areas as health, con­
servation, consumption, and production. The field 
of science has valuable content to contribute to 
the understanding and solution of problems in these 
phases. Elementary-school teachers should make use 
of the areas of living as a check list for looking 
at balance.
3. Balance in terms of time and space. Another 
factor which is importanU to consider in a well- 
rounded science program is the proper balance between 
the ’near* and the •far,1 on the one hand, and the 
•long ago1 and the •now,* on the other. At every 
grade level children need experiences which help 
them deepen their understanding of their immediate 
environment. At the same time they should have 
experiences in harmony with their maturity level, 
which will extend their environment in both time
and space.
4. Wumber and length of problems. Not only does 
the nature of the contenT*~influence balance in the 
science program but so also does the number and 
length of problems studied. Children need a proper 
balance between short and long problems, and usually 
both types may go on at the same time. Many problems 
which arise out of the daily living experiences of 
the children may be solved satisfactorily within
a short span of time. On the other hand, boys and 
girls need to solve problems which call for more 
extended planning and working on their part. The 
scope of long problems should be suited to the 
maturity level of the children and to their needs
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and interests at the time* Such considerations will 
prevent the dragging out of the longer problems and 
thus will give time for children to explore more 
aspects of their environment during the year#
5« Balance throughout elementary-school period. 
Balance in the science curriculum should be con­
sidered in relation to the entire elementary-school 
period as well as in terms of the yearly program. 
In order to secure a well-rounded program through­
out the child1s elementary-school experience there 
should be co-operative planning on the part of the 
school staff. Such planning should result in the 
development of a flexible science curriculum. This 
should help teachers to have clearly in mind the 
common purposes toward which they are working. It 
should suggest also a broad framework within tiiich 
teachers may develop a program suited to the needs 
of their children and the community. Such a frame­
work should be revised continuously in the light 
of teachers1 experiences as they build the curriculum 
with the children and evaluate their growth.SO
Many school systems have the integrated program in place 
of the subject matter program. All too often, in relating 
science to other subjects of the curriculum in this inte­
grated program, the values of science are lost and there is 
a little reading and talking about science. In the inte­
grated program there should be provision for science 
instruction,
Parton discusses science in the integrated program.
She says:
In many schools and school systems, programs 
called by such terms as •basic education,1 •basic 
social program,1 and •core program1 are being 
developed. These programs are designed to provide 
a more adequate social education for children.
Ibid., pp. 72-73.
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They deal with personal and social problems of 
living which are significant in the lives of the 
children and draw content from any field# A large 
block of time each day usually is devoted to 
activities which arise out of the solution of 
the problems.
Instruction in science contributes in a large 
measure to the attainment of the basic purposes of 
the elementary school as a whole. Since other phases 
of the elementary program contribute also to the 
attainment of the same purposes, a functional re­
lationship between the phases often exists. This 
occurs when the satisfactory solution of problems 
calls for content from different fields, as social 
studies, science, health education, and mathematics. 
It occurs also when children, in solving problems, 
utilize the arts and the language arts as the means 
of securing information and expressing ideas.'*
Craig feels that there are disadvantages to the rigidly 
planned curricular programs. They do not allow sufficiently 
for adaptation to individual and group needs and are thought 
of in terms of content items to be covered without allowing 
time for participation of children in the planning. Of the 
integrated program Craig saysi
There is a definite trend toward Integrated study 
programs. Mathematics is frequently needed in the 
course of the study of problems in elementary science, 
particularly the problems which develop conceptions 
of time, space, and distance. Art frequently pro­
vides with the best expression of his conceptions 
and misconceptions. Social studies and science are 
so closely related that problems from one of these 
fields frequently involve information from the other. 
Industrial and household arts give application to 
many of the elements learned in science. Health 
and science are closely related, for they have the 
same scientific origins. Unfortunately, too many
Daisy Parton, ^og. cit., p. 70. 
attempts at integration arise from no higher motive 
than combining separate subject matter areas; that 
Is, for example, the correlation of social studies 
and science. In this practice the teacher asks, 
•How can I add some science to my social studies 
unit?* or •Eow can I get some art Into my science 
Instruction?1 Such practice, although very common, 
can scarcely be commended, • , • Integration 
In the curriculum, then, should emanate from problems 
which naturally draw upon the materials of two 
or more areas and which contribute to the funda­
mental function of the elementary school in society, 
• . • In other words. Integration should not be 
confused with forced correlation.3*
Gerald S, Craig, Science In Childhood Education, op 
^ij  ^• # PP • 52—53,
S3 Ralph Powers, op. clt., p. 16.
Powers emphasizes this trend toward the Integrated 
program.
The tendency now In evidence to accomplish a 
closer Integration of the work of the elementary 
schools seems to be founded upon sound support. 
But It is recommended that when the integration 
is attempted, it shall be of problens and not of 
the traditional subjects of study,33
The scope of the curriculum must be broad and universal 
In character. It should provide an expanding, spiral of 
growth through the grades.
Powers discusses this;
There Is now a demand for a continuous and 
correlated program of study. The new theory re­
quires a curriculum in which learning experiences 
shall be arranged In such a manner that, as the 
child progresses through successive grades, he will 
have opportunity for continuous enlargement of his 
knowledge of the problems, principles, and general­
izations that scholarly men find worthy of study. 
This new interpretation of the process of mental
31
Growth has now euch general acceptance that it haa 
determined, the character of our institutions of 
elementary and secondary education, but it has not 
yet had full recognition in determining the objectives, 
content, and methods of the subjects of study.»»
It is the difficult task of the teacher to guide the 
children in the choice and solution of problems in which 
continuity of learning results,
Parton makes this statementt
Instruction in science during the year should 
provide a continuity of experiences which will 
help children through the extension of their en­
vironment to grow continuously (1) In the develop­
ment of wider and deeper meanings, (2) in the ability 
to do broader and more critical planning in solving 
their problems of living, and (3) in the acquisition 
of desired scientific attitudes, appreciations, 
and interests. Continuity of experience implies 
that the science program should be developed in 
terms of the meanings and understandings which the 
children have and that it should lead on to the 
building of larger and fuller meanings. Such 
meanings are developed as children solve problems 
of social value which are significant and challenging 
to them.55
Craig saysi
Sequence and continuity in the curriculum should 
be planned in terms of the child1s growth and 
development. The young child is egocentric. His 
growing up naturally means his continual adaption 
to his small world and an increase in his participa­
tion in the happenings of his neighborhood. As he 
reacts to his environment, he encounters new problems 
and new meanings. It Is apparent that this reaction 
may produce an unsatisfactory member of society or 
again It may produce desirable social behavior. 
It Is the school's task to provide an interaction
54 Ibid., pp. 5-6.
3S 
Daisy Parton, on. clt., p. 71.
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that will produce the kinds of boys and girls that 
are needed by society* Therefore, sequence and 
continuity In the curriculum must be In tex*ms of 
problems and meanings* As the child extends his 
environment and developa more adequate meanings, 
he Is ready for new problems and new meanings, 
resulting in a continuity of learning. Prepared 
sequences of meanings should be thought of In terms 
of possibilities or potentialities or growth toward 
educational purposes rather than as rigid patterns*
Similarly, the scope of learning In science should 
be considered in terms of the child1s growth and 
development* Here we find that as the child en­
counters a dynamic universe, one still new to him, 
he Interacts with what Is all around him, above, 
below, and on all sides of him. He seeks an Interpret­
ation of objects In the sky, of phenomena In the 
atmosphere, of the earth beneath him, of other 
living things, of evidences of energy and move­
ment, of the works of human beings, and of social 
phenomena. The school, therefore, should provide 
the child with an opportunity to secure meanings 
about many aspects of the environment. . . . His 
attitude toward life should not be stifled and 
warped because he has made intelligent contact with 
but a limited portion of the field of science. It 
must be recognized that two or three units on such 
topics as animals or airplanes in any one year do 
not constitute a broad outlook upon the needs of 
children.36
6* Summary of Criteria
The new program of science la one that should attempt 
to develop desired social behavior. Science should help the 
child develop abilities that will aid him In securing the 
maximum good for himself and develop a sense of social 
responsibility.
It is felt that the content areas of the science program 
should be organized around problems that arise from the
3® Gerald S* Craig, Science In Childhood Education, op* 
cit *, pp• 51—52.
child*s interest in his environment and his need to meet 
intelligently the problems of living. These major areas 
of environment should be ever extended in harmony with the 
maturity level of the child.
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook®^ provides five factors by 
which the experiences in a science program may be balanced. 
These are balance (a) in terms of areas of environment, (b) 
in terms of areas of living, (c) in terms of time and space, 
(d) in number and length of problems, and (e) throughout 
the elementary school period.
Science contributes In a large measure to the solution 
of personal and social problems of living. Integration with 
other phases of the elementary program may occur when the 
solution of these problems calls for content from different 
fields.
A child encounters new problems and new meanings as 
he reacts to his environment. This reaction may produce 
desirable or undesirable social behavior. The school should 
provide the child with an opportunity to make intelligent 
contacts with his total environment.
37 National Society for the Study of Education, Forty- 
Sixth Yearbook, op. cit., pp. 72-73.
CHAPTER III
CRITERIA FOR VALIDATING A LISTING OF SCIENCE EXPERIENCES
!• Introduction
The purpose of this chapter le to set up criteria by 
which science experiences may be validated, and to suggest 
a list of science experiences for a fourth grade child 
measured by these criteria and approved by authorities In 
elementary science. One example has been selected to 
Illustrate one way In which science In the fourth grade 
may be directed toward the attainment of a greater under­
standing of the major objectives of science education.
In addition to the authorities used In checking the 
list of experiences In the tables, the following references 
(Cf. Annotated Bibliography) have been consulted! Parker, 
An Introductory Course In Science In the Intermediate Grades! 
Arey, Science Experiences for Elementary Schools; Bllllg, 
A Technique for Developing Content for a Professional 
Course In Science for Teachers In Elementary Schools! Haupt, 
An Experimental Application of a Philosophy of Science 
Teaching In an Elementary School! Noll, The Teaching of 
Science In Elementary and Secondary Schools! and Curtis, 
Third Digest of Investigations In the Teaching of Science.
-54-
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2, Criteria for Validating Experiences
Parton eaysi
The content of the science program in many 
schools is now being organized around problems 
which have social value and which are significant 
in the lives of the children• These problems arise 
from children1 s interest in the world around them 
and from their need to meet intelligently their 
problems of living in areas such as health, con­
servation, and safety. They are solved not through 
the mere accumulation of facts but in such a way 
as to help children (1) develop meanings which are 
essential to social understanding, and (2) put into 
practice desirable social behavior.
. . . Children must be given opportunity to gain 
the knowledge necessary for intelligent and co­
operative experience with the world of matter, 
energy, and living things and to develop.constructive 
appreciations, attitudes, and interests.1
Urban commentst
It is Important to realize that, from the point 
of view of children, science has few artificial 
boundaries. In observing and interpreting the 
phenomena of the environment, children are not 
likely to categorize these happenings in terms of 
the special fields such as astronomy, botany, or 
chemistry. It seems logical, therefore, to select 
the curriculum materials on the basis of the en­
vironment.
The term •environment1 should not be construed 
as necessarily limited to the locality of the school. 
The environment is considered to include everything 
to which an individual, reacts. An earthquake in the 
West Indies, the interior of the earth, the •dust 
bowl,* a new invention, the operation at •Cross­
roads X,1 and a variable star may be aspects of an 
individual1a environment.2
Daisy Parton, clt., pp. 69-70. 
o 
John Urban in National Society for the Study of Edu­
cation, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, og. clt., p. 75.
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Urban continues by pointing out six broad areas In 
which children should have experienced some growth by the 
end of a year. These are the areast (1) the universe, 
(2) the earth, (3) conditions necessary to life, (4) living 
things, (5) physical and chemical phenomena, and (6) man1s 
attempt to control his environment.
Daniel writes particularly of the primary school childi 
. . . primary children may have experience with a 
wide range of natural phenomena, such as friction, 
inertia, momentum, magnetism, static electricity, 
simple electrical circuits, snow, ice, water, steam, 
melting, boiling, freesing, evaporation, and con­
densation. They have a natural tendency to ex­
plore conditions necessary to certain living things, 
to care for animals, and to become aware of the 
effect of seasonal change. They may use simple 
equipment such as mirrors, magnifying glasses, 
magnets, and simple tools and machines.
Work In the primary grades should not be exhaustive. 
Rather, the child should feel that there Is more to 
learn about everything than he does.
Children in the primary school can participate 
more in planning if such inquiries are given as 
•How do we find out?1 •What Is the next step?1 
•What do you suggest?1 Thus a beginning in co­
operative action is made. Such an instructional 
program creates a democratic atmosphere in keeping 
with the natural developmental needs of children.*
5 Hill feels that the intermediate grade children have 
developed some skill in the abilities to explore, manipulate
5 Ibid., pp. 75-76.
4 
Etheleen Daniel in National Society for the Study of 
Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, og. clt., pp. 81-82,
e 
Katherine E. Hill in National Society for the Study of 
Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, op. clt., pp. 84-86.
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materials, and write and that they should be given opportunity 
to develop (1) further understanding concerning the environ­
ment, (2) ability to solve problems, and (3) further building 
of scientific attitudes.
Sundqulst says:
Man, as well as other organisms. Is dependent upon 
his environment for adequate living. All life. In­
cluding man Is Interdependent. Change Is a fundamental 
characteristic of the environment to which man, as well 
as other organisms, must be able to adjust In order 
to survive and to live comfortably. The Interaction 
of physical forces and living things. Including man, 
maintains constant conditions of change In the frame­
work of living. The Individual organism or group 
which does not have capacity to adjust successfully to 
continually changing demands Is doomed to extinction. 
The best adapted are most successful In the game of 
life. It should follow that man, being a rational 
creature, should, through his knowledge of natural 
processes. Intelligently use the environment for his 
survival and ultimate welfare
7 
Sundqulst gives four basic facts to consider In helping
children understand that man la an Integral part of natural
(a) man Is an Integral part of the environment, (b) all 
living organisms, including man, are dependent upon the 
environment, (c) man must recognise sequence of events, and 
(d) man la a factor in changing his environment.
Haupt reported:
It has been shown that some of those Interested 
in elementary school science Instruction recommend 
the biological sciences for the lower grade levels 
and the physical sciences for the higher grade levels.
6 Leona Sundqulst in National Society for the Study of 
Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, o£. clt., p. 88.
7 Ibid,, pp. 88-91.
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Distinction in the field of subject matter is 
in this case the criterion of grade placement. 
When the objective type of aim Is used, the 
criterion of grade placement is complexity of 
learning experiences, irrespective of the fields 
of science from which these experiences are taken. 
There Is no experimental evidence that content 
from the biological sciences is less difficult 
for children than content from the physical 
sciences and therefore better adapted to the 
lower grade levels of the elementary school.®
Noll investigated a large number of reports to find 
out about the uses of science In education. The following 
is part of his findingst
Again, as has already been pointed out, the 
major principles or generalisations of science 
as arrived at by Craig and Robertson provide a very 
practical basis for selection of content In ele­
mentary science.
To set up goals, not in terms of subject-matter, 
but in terms of changes to be brought about in 
human behavior, and to select the instructional 
materials which are best suited to bring about 
these desired results would appear to be the most 
creative procedure of all.
The plans of Craig and Robertson offer a . . . 
possibility, whereby the materials of Instruction 
are organized around principles of science which 
cut across the usual subject-matter boundaries. 
Using a •big idea1 as a theme, the curriculum 
coraeiittee or textbook writers selected materials 
which are believed to contribute to an understand­
ing of it. regardless of the field of science 
involved.®
Zlm states!
Science for young children is a part of everyday 
living and not something superimposed upon them 
from the outside. It is impossible to exclude
Q
George W. Haupt, O£« cit., pp. 104-05.
g
Victor H. Noll, The Teaching of Science in the Elementary 
Schools, pp. 92-93.
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science experiences from the Ilves of normal children* 
Many of the things about which they are curious can 
be explained only In terms of science,
Why bring It (science) down to the lowest grades 
of the elementary school and even as some have 
suggested Into the nursery school? There are many 
valid reasons for protecting children from encroach­
ing subject matter activities. If science can be 
no more than an additional subject sandwiched Into 
the school curriculum two or three times a week. 
It should be condemned from the very beginning. 
Actually we cannot help teaching science In our 
dally contacts with even the youngest children. 
We need to recognize the fact that we are teaching 
It so that we can do a better and more honest job, 
helping children clear up misunderstandings and 
see things In their true light.
It Is not a question of whether or not young 
children should study science. All their coming 
and going at school and play Involve them with 
materials, actions, and Ideas that stem from science. 
It Is up to the teachers to follow their pupils, to 
utilize these everyday contacts as a means of helping 
them to understand the world around them,^
Caswell says:
In the modern curriculum science rightfully en­
joys a prominent place. Its myriad applications to 
our dally living require Increasing understanding 
of scientific principles and processes. Boys and 
girls of elementary school age have a natural 
curiosity and Interest In their environment, in 
learning why the wind blows, why some rocks are 
smooth and others rough, whether certain Insects 
are friends or enemies of man, why sunshine striking 
an aquarium Is broken Into colors, how airplanes 
fly. These Interests provide a basis for significant 
child experiences Involving science. As children 
have opportunity to engage in such experiences, they 
begin to learn something of the scientific method 
and to understand some of the basic scientific 
principles,11
Herbert S, Zlm, This Is Science, pp. 3-4.
11 Hollis S, Caswell, og. clt., p. v.
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Arey comments t
There Is no substitute in education for first­
hand experience# Particularly is this true in the 
case of science education. It is logical, therefore, 
that an important type of activity in science in 
the elementary school should be experimentation#^*
Craig lists six basic principles or conceptions of science 
which should greatly influence science instruction in the 
entire elementary school. These are:
a# The universe is very large# 
b# The earth is very old, 
c. Changes occur continuously in the universe, 
d# The adaption of life to the environment# 
e# Interdependence of living things# 
f# The variation of living and non-living things.* 15
Charles K# Arey, Science Experiences for Elementary 
Schools, p. vli#
15 Gerald S# Craig, Science in Childhood Education, op. 
clt,, pp# 41-49, passim.
Craig says that the concepts of science are essential 
to the teaching of health, economy, and safety. He says:
Science provides the necessary background for the 
teaching of information and the development of good 
health habitsj therefore a program of science in 
terms of problems and meanings should offer opportunity 
for the integration of science and health.
The relation of science to the economic problems 
of man is well exemplified in his struggle with 
pests. . . . Another problem of similar nature 
is the prevention of loss of soil through erosion. 
. . # Creating an awareness of this problem to 
bring about intelligent individual and community 
action is no small part of the science program in 
the elementary school, • • . Many species of 
indigenous plants and animals have become extinct 
because of man's ruthlessness and ignorance# . • • 
The elementary school, as the tool of the common 
people, should develop a generation concerned with 
the wise utilization of natural beauty and resources#
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V7e cannot fully anticipate the environment of 
the futuree New inventions may eliminate present 
hazards and create new ones# making impossible for 
us to develop a code of conduct In safety instruction 
which will be functional for an entire life span. 
It may be well for us, then. In safety Instruction, 
to place more emphasis upon scientific principles 
which are basic to safe conduct, and Integrate 
Instruction with science and the social studies.14 15*
14 Ibid., pp. 49-50.
15 National Society for the Study of Education, Thirty- 
First Yearbook, clt,, pp. 51-55.
Ibid., Forty-Sixth Yearbook, ££. clt., pp. 24-50.
Ralph Powers, op. clt., p. xll.
18
Victor H. Noll in National Society for the Study of 
Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, o^. clt., p. 5.
The unity of thought expressed by the authors holds in 
the larger aspects of science instruction. The criteria set 
up by the Thirty-First^® and the Forty-Sixth Yearbooks^® 
would sum up the requirements of all. Many of the authors
17 contributed In some way to these yearbooks. Powers said
that "the committee found Itself In complete agreement upon 
all the major Issues." Of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook, Noll 
said i
Although not a major purpose of the yearbook, It 
should be stated that, as a working principle, the 
committee decided to make a constant effort to attain 
unity of thought and presentation. This was done with 
full recognition of the fact that thia unity holds 
chiefly In larger aspects of science instruction, 
and that such unity does not require, or perhaps even 
make desirable, unity in detallf18
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3e Selection of an Experience
The Investigator has chosen the following scientific 
statement of a principle to Illustrate a way In which science 
In the fourth grade may be directed toward the attainment 
of aims of science instruction: "The surface of the earth 
has not always had Its present appearance and Is constantly 
changing
The validity of this statement of a scientific principle 
is substantiated not only by Craig but by both the Thirty- 
First and the Forty-Sixth Yearbooks.
The committee of the Thirty-First Yearbook states the 
principle: "The evolution of the earth has come as a result 
20 of natural forces•"
The committee of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook states as one 
of the objectives of teaching science:
Functional Information or facts about such matters 
as - our universe - earth, sun, moon, stars, 
weather, and climate.21
The scope of the curriculum for the fourth grade of 
22 the Houston Public Schools gives the following themes for 
the fourth grade social studies: (a) How climate influences 
ways of living, and (b) How surface influences ways of living *
Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary-School 
Teacher, op, clt., p. 11.
National Society for the Study of Education, Thirty- 
First Yearbook, on. cit., p. 55,
21 Ibid*- Forty-Sixth Yearbook, og. clt., p, 28.
22 Houston Public Schools, og. clt., p. 16.
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Integration of science with social studies has already 
been discussed as to advantages and disadvantages In Chapter 
II# Craig says:
Many schools are arranging In the dally program 
of each classroom a relatively long period, free 
from outside Interferences, to be devoted to what 
has been termed the basal social program# Some days 
this time may be spent completely within one field, 
such as science# Other days It may be devoted to 
many areas, such as art, social studies, and science. 
Such Integration widens the child1s view of his world,23
23 Gerald 3* Craig, Science In Childhood Education, op, 
^^t e, P• 531
Certainly the problems suggested by the themes for the 
fourth grades of the Houston Public Schools naturally draw 
content material from the field of science.
The changes In the earth’s surface that cause deserts 
to be formed or cause deserts to become productive gardens 
are certainly challenging problems. Their solution con­
tributes to better social attitudes.
It must be remembered that no definite results are 
expected to be obtained completely and perfectly, but these 
objectives are given as "directions of growth."
It Is assumed that this objective has been presented
In simpler forms in primary grades, and gradually larger 
and larger understandings and Interpretations are formed 
in the minds of the children.
Science readers and visual aids, available to children 
of this region, have been checked for content related to 
this principle. A bibliography Is Included.
By meana of an analysis of literature written by 
specialists for teachers and written by specialists for 
children in the field of elementary science (Appendix A) 
the experiences have been selected. ITaterials listed in 
the bibliographies were not only consulted, but actual 
situations in science work were developed and observed 
wherever possible.
The list of experiences is not intended to be exhaustive. 
Sequence of experiences is flexible and should be adapted 
to each problem and learning situation. Care should be 
exercised in balancing the science program in content areas 
and in length of problems.
The following suggestions are some which should be 
valuable in evaluating the listing of experiencest
1. A listing of experiences should help solve problems that 
have social value and are significant in the lives of children.
2. A listing of experiences should help children further 
intellectual understanding of the total environment.
3. A listing of experiences should integrate with the 
existing social studies program of the Houston Public Schools 
whenever such integration is important to the children in 
solving problems that call for Information from both fields.
4. A listing of experiences that foster attitudes, 
appreciations, and interests that should help children obtain 
the maximum good for themselves and develop social conscious­
ness
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COKTITTr AREA - THE XHTTVEREE
Statements of objectives:
The sun Is the chief source of enercy for the earth.
Gravitation Is the attractive force that Influences or 
governs the movements of astronomical bodies.
The earth’s position In relation to the sun and moon Is 
a determining factor of life on earth.
Theme - Facts about the earth.
Developing a problem solving situation by questioning:
What holds the earth In the air?
What holds us on the earth?
What is gravity?
Why does the round earth look flat?
What causes day and night?
What causes the seasons?
How large is the earth?
Solving the problem by (a) asking questions, (b) reading, 
(c) experimenting, (d) observing, and (e) viewing 
films.
Finding and assembling all reading material related to 
the problem; checking reading material for date of 
publication and authenticity.
Organizing committees to work and report on different 
parts of the problem.
Collecting globes, magnets, flashlights, tops, balls and 
other objects and pictures of use In the solution of the 
problem.
Experiences which should be a means of forming science 
principles and generalizations about the earth.
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Spinning tops to see hor the earth revolves on Its 
axis; using a flashlight and the top to show day and 
night (in a darkened room).
Using a bov’s head and a flashlifjht to show sunrise 
(right ear), noon (nose), sunset (left ear), and mid­
night (back of head),
Experimenting with the globe and a flashlight to show 
day and night; locating certain cities and determining 
time of daylight. When it is noon in Houston, what time 
is it in Shanghai?
Experimenting with a globe, a flashlight, and a mirror 
to show daylight and moonlight; proving that moonlight 
Is reflected sunlight.
Observing the sun seem to move across the sky from 
east to west; explaining what happens with the globe and 
the light; marking the shadow of the flagpole at morning, 
noon, and afternoon; explaining that the earth moves from 
west to east.
Studying the shape of the globe, the axis, the slant of 
the axis, and the bulge of the globe around the equator.
Locating the equator, the Arctic Circle, the Antarctic 
Circle, the Tropic of Cancer, and the Tropic of Capri­
corn on a project globe.
Using a string and a ball to show the earth’s path around 
the sun; illustrating the magnetic pull of the sun on 
the earth by the string holding the ball.
Placing magnetic dogs at different places on a metal 
globe to illustrate how magnetism holds us on the earth; 
moving the globe on its orbit around the sun (a light); 
drawing the orbit in chalk on the floor; setting a point 
as the north star and being sure the earth’s axis always 
points there.
Repeating the experiment and turning the earth on its 
axis to illustrate both movements of the earth.
Repeating the experiment with the magnetic toys placed 
in the north and south polar regions; observing when 
they have light and darkness and how much.
Repeating the experiment using a lantern slide machine 
as the sun; placing an etched glees slide in the machine 
with lines drawn on it to represent the rays of the sun; 
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obaervinc that direct rays reach the bul^o around, the 
equator and slanting raya reach the polar zones; counting 
the number of raye touching each zone at the oppoalte aides 
of the earth*a orbit; using this Information to help explain 
seasons.
Showing direct and slanting rays of the sun with a 
flashlight in a dark room, checking light with an exposure 
metor if possible; observing brightness of direct and 
slanting light; observing area lighted by direct and 
slanting rays of light.
Clipping weather reports to see when the sun rises and 
sets; being sure to get September 21 and December 21, 
and narch 22; observing that days get shorter as winter 
approaches and longer as summer approaches.
Observing that noon is warmer than dawn or sunset, re­
lating this to direct rays of sunlight as well as 
accumulated heat.
Locating zones and boundaries of zones on world map.
Explaining day and night and seasons by means of facts 
you have learned.
Telling what you know about gravity.
Looking at a small part of the globe through a soda 
straw; observing that It looks flat.
Realizing that there Is much more to learn about the 
problem.
Evaluating procedures by answering such questions ast
What did we do to be sure that our experiences told us 
true things?
Eow could we have Improved our ways of working?
Did we report our observations accurately?
What things did we do best?
Did we think carefully before saying that we believed 
something to be true?
Drawing conclusions that are in keeping with the statements 
of objectives.
Staterents of objectives:
The earth’s position In relation to the sun and moon 
Is a determinlnc factor of life.
The evolution of the earth has come as a result of natural 
forces.
The er.erCT solar reflation Is continually working 
changes in the surface of the earth.
The earth seems very old when its age is measured in the 
ordinary units of tire.
Theme - Earth’s surface is constantly changing.
Developing a problem solving situation by questioning and 
observing:
Observing the school ground after a rain.
Collecting some of the swiftly moving water In a Jarj 
observing that the water is muddy; watching the silt 
settle to the bottom of the jar; questioning why this 
happens.
Taking a walk after a rain, seeing soil on sidewalks and 
at curbing; questioning where the soli came from and 
where the rain water was taking it.
Observing simple erosion on the school yard; discussing 
erosion along the bayous of Houston.
Telling about the action of the waves at Galveston beach; 
discussing the receding shoreline along the bay.
Observing Texas limestone, such as the San Jacinto monument 
is made of, and wondering where it came from and about 
the kind of fossils in it.
Deciding that the soil and small rocks of the earth move 
about; raising questions of interest and stating the 
problem.
Solving the problem by (a) asking questions, (b) reading, 
(c) experimenting, (d) observing, and (e) viewing films.
Finding and assembling all reading material related to 
the problem; checking reading material for date of publi­
cation and authenticity.
Organising committees to work and report on different 
parts of the problem.
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Collecting eanrplea of soil, rocks and other objects and 
pictures of use In the solution of the problem.
Experiences which should be a means of forming science 
principles and generalisations about the earth.
Locating the rivers of Texas that flow Into the Gulf 
of Lioxico near Houston; tracing these rivers on a map.
Locating and tracing the Mississippi on a map; reading 
to find out how much soli flows Into the Gulf a day from 
the Mississippi.
Finding out about rivers; source, tributaries, sandbars, 
waterfalls, mouth, deltas, etc.; raking a clay model of 
a river.
Observing that rivers are muddy; collecting muddy river 
water; observing the slit settle; finding out why rivers 
are muddy.
Telling the life story of a slate blackboard,
Reading about erosion on farms; observing erosion; collecting 
and talking of erosion; locating gullies and finding out 
what causes them to prow.
Setting up two Identical aquariums, one with bare soil, 
the other with sod; forming a sloping hillside; pouring 
equal amounts of water down the slope of each; discussing 
what we have observed.
Learning how farmers control erosion; drawing pictures to 
Illustrate contour plowing, terracing and strip planting.
Finding out why water runs off bare soli and soaks In 
more readily where there are plants and trees; learning 
how trees help hold soil.
Reading about water level; finding out about the water 
level in Houston; learning how beavers help hold the water 
level high; understanding why beavers are protected by 
law in some places.
Locating the "dust bowl1* on the map; reading about It; 
finding out how reforestation and raising of the water 
level have helped restore It from a man-made desert.
Looking at pictures of mountains; observing that some 
are steep and jagged, some are round and worn; finding 
out why.
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Reading about the Grand Cannon of the Colorado; finding 
out how it was made and how long it took.
Locating the Rhine River with its source high in the 
Alps; locating the Rlilne River Delta in the low lands 
of Holland; deciding r/hore tho soil came from to form 
the delta.
Learning how the Dutch people fight the sea; deciding 
from past experiments why they plant grass and trees on 
the dikes.
Deciding after much reading, observing and experimenting 
that erosion is a long, slow, natural process, but that 
man-made erosion is swift and very dostructlve.
Observing that water erosion la only one of the many 
ways in which the earth’a surface Is changed; finding 
out about the others.
Observing weathering all about us; experimenting with 
misting; observing weathering of rocks; boiling a piece 
of marble In vinegar; observing what happens.
Dissolving salt or sugar in water; learning that water 
has many chemicals in it and that they slowly wear away 
the rocks as the vinegar acted on the marble; looking 
at round rocks from a river bed; deciding why they are 
round and smooth.
Learning about wind erosion all about us; observing sand 
dunes at the beach; experimenting to see where th« wind 
moves and the most soil by blowing a fan on wet soil, on 
dry soil, and on sod.
Telling of damage done by hurricanes.
Discussing signs of wind erosion seen on vacation trips 
in the desert; rubbing several kinds of rocks with sand­
paper; observing what happens; telling about sand blasting 
to clean stone buildings; looking at pictures of the 
Sphinx in the Sahara Desert taken a long time ago and 
others taken recently; explaining the difference in 
appearance.
Learning more about the "dust bowl,*
Finding out how ice and glaciers do erosive work.
Showing how ice can break a bottle; learning that glaciers 
are rlvors of ice; reading about glaciers; locating some 
of ths freat glaciers of Forth America; hearing about 
the glaciers that scooped out the Great Lakes; observing 
rocks scratched by glaciers.
Learning that there are forces that build up the earth*
Experiment Ing to find out how mountains might have been 
made by pushing the ends of a flat piece of paper toward 
the middle; locking at the shriveled skin of a dried 
apple; reading about Paracutin, the "baby volcano"; 
making a model volcano.
Drawing a cross-section of a volcano; locating the vol­
cano belt on a globe; comparing this with the location 
of the mountain chains of the world; looking carefully 
at a piece of lava; answering the questions: Are there 
fossils In It? Why?
Locating the volcanic Islands of the Pacific on a map; 
locating coral Islands.
Locking at pictures of Yellowstone Park; talking about 
trips to the park; reading and drawing conclusions about 
what Is In the center of the earth.
Relating this to the statementt "Scientists believe that 
the young mountains of the west are getting bigger."
Reading about earthquakes; collecting newspaper clippings 
and pictures of earthquakes; stacking layers of colored 
modeling clay; cuaslng these to fold and form mountains 
by pressure; breaking the clay to form a fault as the 
earthquake does.
Evaluating procedure by answering such questions as;
What did we do to be sure that our experiments told us 
truo things?
How could we have improved our ways of working?
Did we report our observations accurately?
what things did we do best?
Did we think carefully before saying what we believed 
to be true?
Drawing conclusions that are In keeping with the statements of 
objectives.
CONTENT AREA - CORDITICNS KECERSARY TO LIFE
Statement of objectives:
The earth’s position in relation to the sun and moon la 
a detenrlnlnr; factor of life on earth.
Certain material stxbstances and certain physical con­
ditions are limitin'': factors to life.
Light is a limiting factor to life.
The earth and its life are greatly affected by the 
ocean of air, vhlch completely surrounds the earth.
Theme - Water, air, heat, and light are necessary to life.
Developing a problem solving situations by questioning:
Asking what things do not need air or water; making a 
list of these things; checking off your wrong guesses 
as you study; answering the question. Are any objects 
left on your list living things? Thy?
Solving the problem by (a) asking questions, (b) reading, 
(c) experimenting, (d) observing, and (e) viewing films.
Finding and assembling all reading material related to 
the problem; checking reading material for data of pub­
lication and authenticity.
Organizing committees to work and report on different 
parts of the problem.
Collecting materials necessary to the solution of the 
problem.
Experiences which should be a means of forming science 
principles and generalizations about conditions necessary 
to life.
Setting up an aquerlum for tropical fish; reading to 
find out how to set up a balanced aquarium; learning what 
balanced means.
Finding out about the needs of tropical fish by asking 
questions of people who sell fish and people who raise 
them; by reading about tropical fish; looking up tropical 
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in the dictionary to learn its meaning; deciding why 
certain fish are called tropical and others are not; 
getting a thermometer, a theraoatat, and a heating unit 
for the aquarium; answering the question; ti"hy Is this 
necessary?
Experimenting to prove that there Is air in the water; 
finding out how fish breathe, reading about gills; 
observing oxygen bubbles forming from plants In the 
aquarium; observing fish gasping for air in an over­
crowded or dirty aquarium; explaining this*
Reading to find out about other animals that can live in 
a community aquarium; getting snails, clams, and tadpoles; 
observing them to find how they breathe, what they eat, 
and how they reproduce.
Comparing water snails and land snails In the terrarium; 
answering the questions; Can a water snail live on 
land? Can a land snail live in the water? toy? How 
does a water snail breathe? *111 they each eat land and 
water plants?
Reading about amphibians; observing the tadpoles; drawing 
pictures to show the life cycle; observing how they 
breathe In each stage of development*
Observing clams in the aquarium; reading about them to 
find out how they breathe.
Bringing crayfish to school for a day - observing them 
comparing them with shrimp and lobsters; finding out 
how each Is equipped to breathe*
Putting a crayfish in a pan of mud; observing It for a 
day or two to see If It builds a chimney; finding out 
if crayfish can drown*
Keeping the larva of a dragonfly in a special aquarium 
(Why?) Observing It*
Bringing a few water plants out of the aquarium Into 
the open air; observing what happens; submerging some 
land plants; observing what happens*
Watching oxygen bubbles form In the aquarium*
Covering the leaves of both water and land plants with 
vaseline; observing what happens when they cannot get 
air*
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Observing algae form on the glass sides of the aquarium; 
experimenting with sunlight in controlling the algae*
Observing snails and tadpoles eat the algae*
Questioning what happens to the water that disappears 
from the aquarium*
Explaining the minerals left on the glass where the water 
evaporated,
Making two terrariums; setting up one for swamp life 
and the other for desert life*
Experimenting with soil to see what soil is best suited 
to each*
Reading about cactus and other desert plants, deciding 
what conditions are best for them, checking your con­
clusions*
Experimenting with cactus by (a) planting some in sand, 
in loam, in humus, (b) by watering some daily and others 
occasionally, and (c) by keeping some in the hot sun and 
others in damp shade*
Collecting plants that grow in damp places; transplanting 
them into the bog terrarium*
Deciding on plant eating animals that can live success­
fully in bog terrariums; collecting each of animals such 
as snails, crickets, grasshoppers, and earthworms and 
placing them in the terrarium* (Do not crowd or you 
will destroy balance*)
Observing the plants and animals in the terrarium; 
answering questions such asi What do they eat? How do 
they breathe? Do they live under ground or above? How 
do they drink?
Observing water on plants in closed terrarium; explain­
ing how it got there; experimenting with heat from the 
sun in causing condensation of water vapor in the air*
Learning how plants drink by putting freshly cut celery 
in red ink; placing seeds against glass of glass-sided 
box of soil; placing porous pot of water against glass 
side near center; observing roots grow toward the water*
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Observing snallsf neats of eggs in the terrarium in the 
fall; keeping a chart to see how long it takes them 
to hatch - comparing these with water snails1 eggs*
Seeing what happens to plants in terrarium when there 
are too many snails; discussing balance in nature*
Observing grasshoppers and crickets to see if and when 
they lay eggs; reading to find out what happens*
Raising young crickets and trying to raise young grass­
hoppers; keeping a chart so you will not forget what 
happened and when.
Reading about plagues of grasshoppers; collecting pictures 
of damage done by grasshoppers; reading the story of the 
grasshoppers and sea gulls in Salt Lake City* Discussing 
Importance of birds in the balance of nature*
Putting female praying mantis in terrarium in the fall; 
watching her make egg case; keeping egg case until spring 
and watching young hatch; freeing them in the garden; 
Why?
Feeding praying mantis by putting grasshoppers in terrarium 
with her; observing her eat.
Reading about praying mantis and comparing this with 
what you have observed.
Finding out what plants and animals can live success­
fully in a desert terrarium.
Collecting ant lions and putting them in sand of the 
desert terrarium; watching them form traps and catch 
ants and other small insects; reading to find life 
history of ant lions.
Keeping a horned toad for a day or two to observe; 
reading to help answer such questions as: Where are 
horned toads found? What do they eat? How do they 
drink? Are they really toads? How does the horned 
toad1s skin protect it from enemies? From hot desert 
air?
Placing cricket> grasshopper, and snail in desert 
terrarium for a week; observing what happens.
Pouring water over snail after a week; observing what 
happens; reporting and explaining observation.
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Placing ant Ilona In bog terrarium; seeing If they 
adjust themselves; placing ant lions In container of 
part humus part sand seeing which part they tunnel in*
Proving that air Is In soil; dropping soil In a glass 
of water; observing air bubbles form.
Pouring water In soil containing earthworms; observing 
and explaining what they do; watching earthworms after 
a rain; reading to check your conclusions.
Observing that In transplanting the plant must be watered 
to give the plant a drink and to pack soil around the 
roots so that air pockets in the soil will not dry out 
the damp roots.
Experimenting to determine the effect of warmth on plants 
by bringing a clump of seemingly dead sod Into the warm 
school room in the winter; giving It water and light as 
it had in the open; observing the effect of added warmth. .
Reading about "growing season" for various plants; 
explaining why many plants do not thrive in the far north 
where the growing season is so short.
Placing a pot plant under refrigeration for several days; 
observing the results of continued cold.
Placing such animals as frog, snake, and grasshopper in 
jars and chilling in the refrigerator for several hours; 
observing dormant state and watching them slowly revive 
as they become warm.
Observing ants in an ant hill on chilly mornings; observing 
them at noon of the same day.
Covering a small pot plant with a box that will exclude 
all light; covering grass with a board; observing the 
results after a week; reading about light and explaining 
its importance to all living things.
Evaluating procedures by answering such questions as;
What did we do to be sure that our experiments told us 
true things?
How could we have improved our ways of working?
Did we report our observations accurately?
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What things did we do beat?
Did we think carefully before saying what we believed 
to be true?
Drawing conclusions that are in keeping with the statements 
of objectives.
COKTENT AREA - LIVING THINGS
Statements of objectivest
All live comes from life and produces its own kind of 
living organism*
Species have survived because of adaptations and ad­
justments which have fitted them to the conditions under 
which they live.
There is a great variety in the size, structure, and 
habits of living things.
Heredity determines the differences between parents and 
offsprings as well as the resemblances.
Theme - Variety of living things - Living things are adjusted 
to climate and seasonal changes.
Developing a problem solving situation by questioning!
Dividing a number of things in the room into the two 
main groups of things; living and non-living (being 
careful to group things that were once alive with the 
living things.)
Observing that living things are either plants or 
animals.
Solving the problem by (a) questioning, (b) reading, (c) 
experimenting, (d) observing, and (e) viewing films.
Finding and assembling all authentic reading material 
related to the problem.
Organizing an Audubon Club to study all wild life.
Experiences which should be a means of forming science 
principles and generalizations about living things.
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Reading about the classes of animalsj making lists of 
statements that identify each class; using this list to 
classify animals you study.
Grouping animals in other wayst smimal friends and 
enemies; animals that feed and clothe man; animals that 
work for man; animals that man enjoys; and animals 
that live in communities.
Learning about animals of long ago; telling about the 
Tar Pit in Los Angeles, California; reading about 
elephants of long ago found in glaciers of Siberia; 
looking at fossils in rocks; reading to find out how 
we know so much about animals of long ago; and learning 
what probably happened to these animals.
Learning about fan away animals such as are found in 
Australia.
Learning about near at hand animals; finding how to 
care for pets properly; learning from experience about 
animals that live in the aquarium and terrarium.
Raising tadpoles to frogs, wiggle tails to mosquitoes 
(destroying them before they escape); raising lifebearing 
tropical fish such as guppies and mollies; keeping 
canaries or love birds; observing their nesting habits; 
bringing a gentle mother cat and kittens to school for 
a day; treating them kindly.
Attracting and observing birds for their pleasure to 
man; being able to identify certain familiar birds by 
song, flight, color, and structure.
Identifying some familiar wild flowers; planting a wild 
flower garden; learning if the plants are annuals, biennials, 
or perennials.
Planning a wild flower show for the school; making 
invitations, making conservation posters; collecting 
and identifying a few specimens of as many different 
wild flowers as possible; displaying these attractively 
in small vases, pitchers, and bottles.
Making field trips with a camera; making a collection 
of 2" by 2* color slides of wild flowers in natural 
habitat; noting where and when the picture was made.
Discussing the importance of conserving and spreading 
natural beauty.
Learning how animals and plants are adjusted to seasonal 
changes.
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Reviewing the groups In which animals belong.
Answering the question: IThy must animals get ready for 
winter?
Observing migratory birds; learning about bird banding; 
tracing migratory routes from nesting place to Houston; 
identifying some migratory birds that winter in Houston 
such as the myrtle warbler, by color, alee, stx*ucture, 
flight amd song; reading about these birds to find out 
about their economic importance and enjoyment importance#
Observing and studying the purple martin; tsilking to 
people who have martin boxes; learning when martins 
arrive in the spring, when they leave in the summer, 
and where they go#
Reading to find out about such Interesting migratory 
birds as cliff swallows, bob-o-llnks, Arctic terns, and 
golden plover; observing and studying ducks and Canada 
geese that winter here and nest In the Arctic#
Attracting birds with water and feeding stations; making 
suet pudding for the winter birds.
Learning about birds that do not migrate such as the 
mocking bird and cardinal; reading about birds that 
winter In the north and learn how they survive.
Learning about the sandhill cranes that winter near 
Katy, Texas; reading about the whooping cranes that 
winter here; learning about the fruitless search for 
their nesting places In the Arctic; questioning why 
they are vanishing; asking if they are unable to adjust 
to environment#
Collecting moth cocoons and butterfly chrysalis in the 
fall; reading about the monarch butterfly and other 
butterflies that migrate#
Keeping a wooly bear caterpillar through the winter; 
observing that It hibernates, coming out to feed on warm 
days; reading about the mourning cloak and other butter­
flies that hibernate.
Collecting a praying meuatls case in the fall; learning 
how to keep the eggs and cocoons alive through the 
winter#
Feeding caterpillars of the monarch, black swallowtail 
and giant swallowtail butterflies, learning what they 
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eat and observing such interesting things as molt, 
change to chrysalis, and change to butterfly; learning 
in what stage of development each survives the winter.
Finding out what happens to many Insects in the fall; 
answering the questionsi Why do many insects die in the 
fall? What might be one reason Insect eating birds 
migrate? How do insects that die in the fall provide 
for survival of their kind?
Putting insects such as crickets in a jar; covering and 
placing the jar on refrigeration for a short time; ob­
serving insect becoming dormant; reviving and observing 
it slowly come to life.
Repeating the experiment with a small toad or garter 
snake; learning about amphibians that hibernate.
Reading about animals that hibernate, such as the polar 
bear.
Disproving the story of the groundhog and his shadow 
causing six weeks of winter.
Learning about squirrels and other animals that do not 
hibernate but store food for winter; collecting pictures 
of animals that change color in the winter as a means of 
protection.
Finding out all you can about the only flying mammal, 
the bat; observing some bats hibernating hanging in 
such places as barns.
Reading to find out about animals that live all year 
in extremes of climatic conditions such as the penguins; 
camels and ostriches of the deserts; answering such 
questions ass How are they suited physically to their 
environment? Are they adapted or are they becoming 
extinct? Can they, and especially camels, survive in a 
wild state?
Talking to zoo keepers about special care given animals 
from deserts, jungles, and arctic regions.
Reading to find out how plants get ready for winter; 
taking to your parents about special care they give 
plants to keep them alive through the winter.
Finding out that there are annuals, biennials, and 
perennials in plants.
Trying to keep an annual alive through the winter; 
collecting seeds from annuals.
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Railing carrota or beetaj observing that they bloom 
and make seeds the second year and then die; examining 
the roots of these plants to see that they store food to 
use early the second spring when they cannot make food#
Observing deciduous and evergreen trees that are perennials; 
raising bulbs, sheets daisies, and other plants that are 
perennials#
Taking new plants by cuttings, runners, rooting, multi­
plying, and seeds.
Placing such a plant as a begonia In a refrigerator for 
several days; observing that the leaves fall and the 
plant wilts#
Bringing a clump of seemingly dead grass Into the room 
in the winter; giving it- water, light, and warmth; ob­
serving what happens. (
Learning about the tree line on mountains; explaining 
this.
Explaining why there are so few trees in the arctic and 
in the deserts#
Evaluating procedures by answering such questions as:
Vhat did we do to be sure that our experiences told us 
true things?
How could we have improved our ways of working?
Did we report our observations accurately?
What things did we do best?
Eld we think carefully before saying that we believed 
certain things to be true?
Drawing conclusions that are in keeping with the statements 
of objectives#
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CONTENT AREA - PHYSICAL AND CHEJHCAL FORCES
Statements of objectivest
Hatter and energy cannot be created or destroyed, but 
changed from one form to another.
Chemical and physical changes are manifestations of 
energy changes.
There are fewer than one hundred chemical elements.
Every substance is one of the followingt (a) a chemical 
element, (b) a chemical compound, or (c) a mechanical 
mixture.
Sound Is caused by waves which are produced by a vibrating 
body and which can affect the auditory nerves of the 
ear.
Machines are devices for accomplishing useful trans­
formations of energy.
Any machine, no matter how complicated, may be analysed 
into a few simple types.
The application of electricity and magnetism In the 
home and In Industry have revolutionized the methods of 
living of many people.
Liquid or gas pressure Is exerted equally In all 
directions.
A change in the rate of direction of motion of an object 
requires the application of an external force.
Theme - Using physical and chemical forces to do our work.
Developing a problem solving situation by questioning the 
ways in which air, water and electricity make work simpler; 
always trying to think of a simpler and safer way of 
doing work.
Solving the problem by (a) asking questions, (b) reading, 
(c) experimenting, (d) observing, and (e) viewing films.
Finding and assembling all reading material related to 
the problem; checking reading material for data of publi­
cation and authenticity.
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Cr£ar.izin3 connr.lttees to work and report on different 
parts of the problem*
Collecting magnets, batteries and other equipment of 
use In the solution of this problem*
Experiences which should be a means of forming science 
principles and generalizations about physical and chemical 
forces.
Finding out about air pressure.
Finding where air Is; filling a jar with cold water; 
observing oxygen bubbles that collect on the side of 
the jar*
Pushing an inverted "empty" glass Into a pan of water; 
observing that very little water rises In the glass; 
explaining why; tipping the glass and observing air 
bubbles escape; observing the glass fill with water; 
answering the question; What was in the empty bottle?
Putting a two-hole stopper In an "empty" bottle; inserting 
a funnel tightly in one of the holes and closing the 
other with a finger; trying to pour water In through 
the funnel; explaining why little water entered; re­
moving finger and explaining why water entered*
Observing that air has pressure by filling a glass with 
water and covering the glass with paper; carefully turn­
ing the glass over and removing hand from paper; answer­
ing the question: V.hat kept the water from falling out 
of the glass?; carefully pulling one corner of the paper 
from the glass and observing air bubbles enter; answering 
the questions: Why did the water fall out? What entered 
the glass before any water came out?
Observing air pressure by placing a yardstick on a 
table with about one foot extending off the table; 
covering the part on the table with a flattened out 
sheet of newspaper; striking the part extending off 
the table and observing how much force is needed to 
move the yardstick even a little; folding the newspaper 
until It covers little more area than the yardstick; 
observing how easy It Is to move the yardstick now, 
thus proving that It was not the weight of the newspaper 
that held the stick down.
Dropping two sheets of paper the same size from the same 
height, but one crushed into a ball and the other flat; 
observing which floats down and which falls; explaining 
this*
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Placing a board across a syrup can and having several 
children stand on the board; observing that the can is 
not easily crushed•
Crushing a syrup can, with a snail opening that can be 
stoppered tightly, with air pressure; covering the bottom 
of the can with water and boiling it for five minutes to 
remove air from the can; sealing the can with the rubber 
stopper; allowing can to cool or speeding up action by 
pouring cool water over the can; explaining how air pressure 
on a partial vacuum crushed the can.
Observing air expand when heated by placing a tightly 
filled rubber balloon above a warm radiator.
Asking some one to explain how vacuum sweepers work; 
how pressure cookers operate and other tools that use 
air to do our work; reading about these.
Reading to find about air pressure in very high places; 
telling how you have difficulty in breathing while climb­
ing a mountain; reading recipes prepared for people who 
live in high altitudes.
Telling what special preparations must be made by pilots 
of high altitudes.
Telling how a deep sea diver makes careful preparations 
to control air pressure; explaining what might happen 
if he ascends too rapidly; reading about this.
Placing three lighted candles of the same size under 
three different sized jars; observing the fires go out; 
explaining this; making some fire prevention rules from 
what you have learned.
Learning about water and water power.
Observing evaporation in the aquarium, in wet clothes, 
after a rain.
Proving that water la in the air by watching a glass of 
cold water sweat; explaining how the water collects on 
the outside of the glass.
Changing water to steam by boiling it; changing it back 
to water by holding a cold pan above the steam and ob­
serving the condensation of the water vapor.
Proving that plants give off water into the air by fitting 
a cardboard around the stem of a small potted plant; 
sealing with tape and inverting a large glass jar over the 
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plant so that no water can enter the jar unless It comes 
from the plant; observing water droplets form on the 
inside of the glass jar after a day or two*
Observing how a sealed balanced terrarium waters itself*
Disproving the belief that dew falls like rain*
Explaining the water cycle; realizing that water changes 
from liquid to vapor but is not lost or destroyed*
Observing water as a solid; showing that heat is necessary 
to change water from solid, to liquid, to vapor.
taking water wheels; learning about ways man uses water 
and steam power; reading about some of these*
Learning about some chemical changes.
Looking at coal; finding leaf prints in it; reading to 
find out what chemical changes made coal.
Reading to find out how petroleum was probably made; 
getting advertising matter from oil companies related 
to this.
Observing green plants; covering a plot of grass with 
a brick or a board for several days; seeing how yellow 
the grass becomes; realizing that all life is dependent 
on the green in plants; reading to find out what you 
can about this wonderful chemical process.
Observing weathering of wood and metals; experimenting 
to find conditions that speed up and retard weathering.
Learning ways of protecting toys and tools from rusting 
and weathering by experimenting with paints and polishes; 
answering the questionst How does father protect the 
car? Eow does mother protect the silver?
Removing a fresh rust stain from white cloth with lemon 
juice, salt and heat from the sun.
Making blue prints; developing snapshots.
Learning about magnets and what they do*
Experimenting with magnets to see what they will pick 
up and what they will not; making a list of things a 
magnet can help you pick up quickly and easily*
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Playin'* with a nacnet; performing magic tricks with 
a magnet) realizing that magic tricks have a reasonable 
explanation*
Reviowlng what we know about the magnetic pull of 
gravity*
Making a magnet) making a simple compass) experimenting 
with compasses) reading about the use of compasses*
Experimenting with a lodestone) reading about these 
natural magnets.
Reading about electromagnets) realizing that they are 
much stronger than the strongest permanent magnet) 
making an electromagnet with a dry cell battery*
Producing static electricity by rubbing a rubber comb 
or fountain pen on wool or fur, then picking up bits of 
paper with them*
Heating a piece of drawing paper in order to dry it 
thoroughly, then rub it with wool and place the paper 
against the blackboard) observing it cling for several 
minutes) trying this without first rubbing the paper 
to see if it will cling.
Explaining the danger of cleaning clothes with in­
flammable fluids because of static electricity*
Hanging pith balls or bits of balsa wood by silk threads 
from a rod) rubbing a rubber fountain pen or sealing wax 
rod with wool or fur) bringing the rod close to the balls 
observing that it first attracts them, then repels them) 
reading about electricity to explain this) rubbing the 
fountain pen or sealing wax rod with silk and repeating 
the experiment) explaining*
Reading about Franklin and lightning) explaining safety 
rules regarding lightning*
Testing substances to see if they are conductors of 
electricity by connecting a lamp and a dry cell with 
the wire broken at one place to form a broken circuit) 
touching the bare ends of the wire with various objects) 
making a list of those that conduct electricity and cause 
the li^it to burn*
Testing water with salt or sugar added to see if it 
is a conductor of electricity) explaining why so many 
people get severe shocks in the bathroom) making safety 
rules*
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TTlrlnr simple bell end ll^ht circuits; making simple 
switches and observing that the switch is a circuit 
breaker<
Learning about light; observing the rainbow through 
the aquarium; through a prism•
Observing objects that give off lif^it when heated;
Holding up a dark ball in a darkened room; observing 
that it has no light; holding up a round mirror to 
represent the moon in a darkened room; observing that 
it is hard to see depending on the darkness of the room; 
shining a flashlight on the mirror as the sun shines on 
the roon; seeing that it shines and that the light that 
it makes is the reflected light of the sun*
Observing that smooth surfaces often act as mirrors; 
observing trees and sky mirrored in water*
Using a color wheel to show that white light is made 
of many colors; making rainbows with a prism; looking 
at objects through colored cellophane; reading about 
light to explain this.
Learning about sound*
Observing sound vibrations by feeling of throat while 
speaking; speaking into an empty cereal box while touching 
the bottom lightly with the fingers.
Striking a table fork and holding it near the ear. 
Striking a tuning fork and dipping it in water; ob­
serving that the vibrations splash the water.
Experimenting with two groups of children to show that 
sound travels; placing the two groups about 500 feet 
apart and asking the second group to raise their hands 
when they hear the first group blow whistles; observing 
that thoy hear the whistle after it has been blown; re­
peating the experiment with the second group blowing 
whistles.
Using broom handles and checking hearing by having one 
child scratch one end of the broom handle and the other 
child place the other end to his ear; repeating by trying 
to hear with the broom handle various distances from the ear
Learning about hearing by having nurse test hearing; 
reading about the ear end how it receives sound vibrations.
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Statements of objectives:
There are processes that go on within an organism that 
are vital to its continued existence•
Functional information or facta about the human body
- structure, function, and care.
Efficient living is dependent upon a knowledge of the 
principles of health and sanitation#
Theme - Health.
Developing a problem solving situation by questioning:
Pointing out daily health practices and questioning 
their importance and effectiveness#
Asking why our parents Insist on certain practices in 
regard to foods, rest, and cleanliness#
Comparing man with other mammals and questioning how 
he is alike and different from them.
Asking what man is dependent on for life.
Determining how man gets and uses oxygen#
Asking how climate, soil, extremes in temperature, and 
other environmental factors affect man; observing how 
man changes these factors to his advantage#
Solving the problem by (a) asking questions, (b) reading, 
(c) experimenting, (d) observing, and (e) viewing films#
Finding and assembling all reading material related to 
the problem; checking reading material for date of 
publication and authenticity#
Organizing committees to work on different parts of the 
problem#
Collecting objects of interest in the solution of the 
problem.
Experiences which should be a means to forming science 
principles and generalizations about man and his control 
over his health.
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Otservinc sone activities, such as eatInf food, playing 
ball, reading orally; listing the parts of the body 
used.
Reading about the human body, its parts and the function 
of each.
Discussing how a mechanic cares for an expensive machine*
Comparing your body with an expensive machine.
Answering such questions as: Why should you take care 
of your body even more than an expensive machine? Why 
should you know important things about your body?
Learning how to care for our eyes.
Raving eyes checked by the school nurse or by the 
teacher.
Playing blind man; realizing the Importance of eyes.
Telling of visits to the optometrist; learning how man 
controls and aids eyesight by use of glasses, operations, 
etc.
Reading about the eye.
Observing natural protections, such as eye lashes, eye 
brows, tear ducts, eye cavity protected by bones.
Learning ways we protect eye sight*
Discussing why air pilots eat raw carrots.
Observing the effect of glare; experimenting with glare 
to find ways of correcting eye strain due to glare*
Reading about snow blindness; looking at a white building 
on a bright sunny day; making snow glasses such as 
Eskimos make*
Explaining what happens to your eyes when you come from 
a dark room into the light or go from the light into a 
dark room.
Testing lighting for reading at school and home, day and 
night•
Discovering the best places to sit while viewing a motion 
picture; explaining why eyes are often tired after a show
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Choosing a comr.lttee to arrange seating for picture 
sTiows and reading groups, to adjust window shades and 
regulate lighting.
Becoming conscious of protecting eyes in play by making 
rules for eye protection; comparing these with rules 
observed by ball players, welders, etc*
Checking on ourselves continuously to see that we learn 
more about our eyes and practice rules of health and 
safety.
Learning about ventilation.
Experimenting to find tbe way air circulates through 
a room by placing ribbons of paper on two yard sticks 
and holding one at the opening at the top of the window, 
the other at the opening at the bottom of the window.
Repeating the experiment often before drawing con­
clusions.
Experimenting to find out how warm air circulates by 
arranging a pulley to keep a thermometer at tbe top of 
the room which can easily be removed for checking, keep­
ing a thermometer about head high, and one at floor level; 
checking these dally and charting the temperature.
•Explaining why feet get cold in a warm room.
Controlling temperature by adjusting windows, heat, and 
clothing.
Choosing a committee to keep air fresh and room proper 
temperature.
Observing how trees lower temperature by checking tem­
perature In shade of tree and in open sun; reading 
how trees are one of nature’s air conditioners.
Reading and observing how man controls heat and cold 
for his comfort.
Understanding the meaning of such words as insulation 
and air conditioning.
Observing when you are alert or sleepy; checking the 
temperature and time of day.
Reading about "siesta* in the tropics.
Concluding that cool air is not only healthy but in­
vigorating.
Learning why we keep clean.
Making cultures in a Pertl dish from dirty hands, from 
hands rinsed in cool water, from hands washed in warm 
soapy water; looking at these under a microscope if 
possible. (Being sure to keep a sterile control culture.)
Learning why we keep fingers, fingernails, pencils, 
money and other things out of our mouths.
Explaining the Importance of washing our hands before we 
eat, of washing food, and of using individual drinking 
glasses.
Seeing films on how colds are caught; learning how to 
help prevent colds; finding out what happens to germs in 
fresh, clean air.
Reading the story of Reed and yellow fever.
Reviewing the life cycle of the mosquito; raising wiggle 
tails in jars - being sure to destroy them before they 
escape as mosquitoes.
Experimenting with ways of controlling mosquitoes such 
as destroying breeding places, putting minnows or other 
small fish in jar with wiggle tails, observing the fish 
feed.
Writing towns such as Clarksville, Texas, to find out 
about their mosquito control program; finding out what 
Houston is doing.
Learning how flies and roaches spread germs; learning 
the life cycle of each in order to destroy and control 
these disease carrying peats.
Conducting a clean-up campaign; making posters to put 
up at home and school; reporting on conditions and 
progress.
Listing ways man controls conditions necessary to 
health; listing ways you as a citizen, can help at home 
and school.
Evaluating procedures by answering such questions as: What 
did we do to be sure that our experiments told us true 
thingsT
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Kott coulS we have Irproved our rays of worklnyT
Did we report our obseiwatlons accurately?
That thlnfs did. we do best?
Did we think carefully before saying what we believed 
to be true?
Drawing conclusions that are in keeping with the state­
ment a of objectives.
Statement of objectivest
Through interdependence of the species ard the struggle 
for existence a balance tends to be maintained among 
the many forma of life,
Species have survived because of adaptations and adjust­
ments which have fitted them to the conditions under 
which they live.
Fan can modify the nature of plant and animal forma 
through application of hla knowledge of the lawa of 
heredity.
Living things in a given environment or locality are 
mutually Interdependent,
Theme - Conservation.
Developing a problem solving situation by questioning:
Ta conservation Important to us?
T/hat must we conserve?
How can we become conservationists?
Solving the problem by (a) asking questions, (b) reading, 
(c) experimenting, (d) observing, and (e) viewing films.
Finding and assembling all reading material related to 
the problem; checking It for date of publication and 
authenticity.
Organizing committees; collecting pictures and objects 
of Interest to the problem.
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Experiences which should, be a means to forxln^ science 
principles and generalizations about man as a con­
servationist .
Reading about John liulr and his National Parks.
Reading about Audubon’s America and finding out that 
much of our wild life has been destroyed.
Reading about Johnny Appleseed.
Reading about natural resources that must be used wisely 
or man will suffer.
Raking up a play about a boy and girl who live one hundred 
years from now visiting a museum and wishing for what 
we have destroyed.
Observing the balanced aquarium and realizing that 
balanced means healthy.
Studying instances where man has upset the balance in 
nature, observing results, l.e., sparrow and starlings 
as bird pests; cutting trees making "dust bowl," drain­
ing swamps and trapping beavers causing deserts to 
start.
Reviewing what we know about soil erosion; collecting 
samples of soil and planting corn seeds in a pot of each 
type; observing which corn thrives.
Observing two pot plants over a long period of time - 
feeding and enriching the soil of one plant but not the 
other; giving each the same amount of water and sun. 
(Taking care not to overfeed.)
Reading and asking questions about crop rotation; find­
ing out how peas and other legume enrich the soil.
Enriching some poor soil by putting humus into it.
Reading about such men as Louis Bromfleld and soli con­
servation; Luther Burbank and new species of plants.
Observing that man tends to adjust himself to the con­
ditions of his environment, realizing that man Is often 
different because It Is necessary to be different In 
order to survive In a certain environment.
Holding up prejudices to scientific investigation and 
scientific attitude. '
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Realizing that T.an nust laarn to understand man if he 
is to conserve himself.
Observing that physical and biological disturbances 
in one part of the world affect the rest of the world; 
collsctlng newspaper clippings to prove this; learning 
that nen should learn to work together intelligently 
for the welfare of all.
Evaluating procedures by answering such questions as:
How could we have improved our ways of working?
Did we report our observations accurately?
V.?iat things did we do best?
Did we think carefully before saying what we believed 
to be true?
Drawing conclusions that are in keeping with the statements 
of objectives.
CnAPTZH IV
ANALYSTS OF SCTZ^Cl RSADE'IS AID CCITARISCIT hITH EASIC CONCEPTS
!• Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to (a) tabulate and 
interpret the data used in this study, and (b) to validate 
the science experiences listed in Chapter III on the basis 
of these data obtained from sixty-eight books analyzed. 
(Tables I through ^CXXI) •
Six series of well known science readers (Appendix A) 
were selected and analyzed from grade one through grade four. 
The units for study in these readers were classified under 
five content areas covering the child1s entire environment. 
These content areas are: (a) the universe, (b) conditions 
necessary to life, (c) living things, (d) physical and chemical 
forces, and (e) man and control over his environment.
Plough^ poses the question, "What and where is science?’1 
and answers it with these statements: ’’Science, then. Is 
all around the boys and girls we teach. It is the study 
of their environment.’’ Urban, Craig, Sur.dcuist and others 
Glen 0. Plough, Teaching Elementary Science, p, 3.
p
John Urban, op. clt,, pp. 75-76.
s
v Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary-School 
Teacher, op. clt., p. 44.
Leona Sundquiet, on. clt., p. 88.
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were quoted in Chanter III concerning total enviroment. 
The Investigator selected the five content areas to cover 
the child’s entire environment. Consideration is given to 
balance of experiences in these content areas in (a) areas 
of living, (b) terms of time and space, and (c) number and 
length of problems.
The content areas, thus selected, were checked in the 
order of their frequency of mention in these science readers. 
(Tables I through XXX), These science readers were analyzed 
for application. Each application was assigned to the 
content area or content areas to which it related. A total 
of 309 applications was secured from the sixty-eight books 
and related to the content areas in the list, as a basis 
for selection of the experiences listed in Chapter III.
2. Description of Series of Books
Wonderworld of Science is the present Texas state adopted 
series of science readers. This series represents a careful 
selection of experiences which should stimulate children to 
perform experiments and engage in many activities. The 
attractive pictures are authentic and consitute visual aids. 
The authors acknowledge the cooperation of teachers and 
supervisors in urban and rural schools in experimentation 
and critical analysis of the materials that make up the 
books. The science vocabulary was carefully constructed on 
the foundation laid in the other books in the series
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rcie-t !fic Mvln,': £«rteg la an out of adoption 
science reader for grades one, two, and four. They are 
available in nunbers in each school in Houston. The authors® 
validate the content of these readers by quoting from the 
Thirty-First and Forty-Second Yearbooks in their Teacher1s 
Manuals that accompany these readers. The attractive pictures 
are an aid to learning and the vocabulary is carefully 
introduced. The content is presented by season rather than 
units of learning. This is confusing and causes one to 
refer to several parts of the book in order to develop 
one unit.
Sew Pathways in Science is a series by Craig and others. 
The writer included a more recent series by Craig in this 
tabulation. These books were Included because of the 
excellent presentation of units and because they are avail­
able in numbers at the Elementary School Library of Eouston. 
This is no little natter to the busy school teacher. Most 
of the pictures lack color, but many excellent photographs 
are Included in thia series. This series has been criticized 
by sone who feel that the books are too difficult for the 
grades for which they are intended. There is no such 
problem in this study as material of increasing difficulty 
is desired.
Helen Dolman MacCracken and others, A Teacher1s Manual 
and Science Handbook to accompany Through t^e Years, pp'. 41-
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O.ii* World of tho other* and later serlea by  
Craig* and others, la more correctly graded than the former 
aeries. The color pictures are attractive, accurate, and 
an aid to learning. The science vocabulary la carefully 
Introduced, and a science dictionary Is Introduced In book 
four. The writer feels that books by such authorities In 
the field of elementary science as Craig should be given 
careful study although at the present tine they are avail­
able In Houston only to those who buy the books.
Cv.rrlculum Four^atlon Perles Is available in Houston 
only to the schools which buy the books. Individual copies 
of some of the books have teen placed in some schools. 
Through the multiple adoption ruling these books may be 
available. Thia aeries is a departure from the usual in 
science readers. Book one and book two are picture books 
with concepts to be taught listed In the "Index of Concepts" 
at the tack of each book. Book three Is a picture book with 
simple texts. Each of these books presents four units for 
study. They are very attractively made books and are ex­
cellent when used by a skilled teacher. They have doubtful 
value If Improperly used. Some of the pictures are purposely 
Inaccurate and direct the child to point out the errors. 
Undirected, the child might learn that cows fly because the 
science reader shows a cow flying. There Is a great jump 
between the third grade book and the fourth grade book In 
this series. The fourth grade book Is book one of the
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intermediate series• Unless the child has used a number of 
other science readers the jump In difficulty Is too great 
between these two grades. The units are excellent and well 
presented. In spite of the criticism the Investigator hopes 
the trend Is toward books of this kind.
The Basic Science Education Series Is science topics 
or units presented in unitexts. These books are prepared 
on primary and Intermediate reading levels. No one book 
depends on another being previously studied. The Illustrations 
are beautiful end accurate visual aids. Excellent activities 
and study problems are addressed to the pupils In each unitext. 
These are veiry Inexpensive In paper binding and may be bought 
singly or In any number of units. Some of these unitexts 
are available In the Elementary School Library of the Houston 
schools.
3. Analysis and Interpretation of Data
The data from these science readers were assembled and 
reported In thirty tables. These tables are divided Into 
groups of six corresponding to the six series of science 
readers checked. Each group of six tables is related to 
one of the five content areas. Table XXXI Is a frequency 
table In which is tabulated the findings collected in the 
other tables.
The remainder of this chapter will be concerned with 
an analysis and an interpretation of these tables and an 
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attempt to show how the themes in the science readers compare 
with the specialists1 criteria listed In Chapter !!•
Tables I through VI deal with themes concerning the 
content area. The Universe. The name of the unit is listed 
in the words of the authors whenever possible. Each unit 
was read and analyzed for relation to the content area. 
Manuals and teacher1a guides were studied to analyze the 
author’s interpretation of the unit.
From the tables it is revealed that all but one of the 
readers checked contained one or more units concerning The 
Universe. Of the fifty-four units checked, thirty-three 
developed themes concerning the earth and twenty-one developed 
themes concerning the sun, moon, and stars - beyond the 
earth.
Through a study of these units the child should make 
progress, according to his ability, toward the attainment 
of the objectives which are appropriate to the level of 
development of the learner. A list of statements that are 
expressions of concepts of modern science relating to the 
Universe as stated by the specialists was checked for state­
ments concerning themes developed in these units. Such a 
list follows:
(1) The sun is the chief source of energy for the earth.
(2) The earth’s position in relation to the sun and moon 
is a determining factor of life on earth.
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(5) The energy of solar radiation Is continually working 
changes In the surface of the earth#
(4) There have been profound changes In the climate, 
not only of certain regions, but also of the earth as a 
whole*
(5) The evolution of the earth has come as a result 
of natural forces*
(6) Units of time are defined by the earth's movement 
In relation to the sun*
(7) The earth seems very old when Its age Is measured 
In the ordinary units of time*
(8) Distances In space seem extremely vast when com­
pared with distances In the earth*
(9) Light Is a limiting factor to life*
(10) Gravitation Is the attractive force that Influences 
or governs the movement of astronomical bodies*®
6 National Society for the Study of Education, Thirty- 
First Yearbook, oj?. clt.. pp, 53-55*
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TABLE I
THEMES CONCERNING THE UNIVERSE INCLUDED IN WONDERWORID OF 
SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Wonderworld. of Science
' Series’ ' Unit dealing with the universe
1. Wonderworld of 
Science - bo"oE 1
Water and Land pp« 30-42 
The Sky Above Ua pp, 61-80
2e Wonderworld of 
Science - booE 2
The Earth pp. 95-105
3, Wonderworld of The Changing Earth pp. 36-54
Science - book 3 Motions of the Earth pp. 117-127
4, Wonderworld of 
Science - book 4
The Moon pp. 131-145
Totals 4 6
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TABLE II
THEMES CONCERNING THE UNIVERSE INCLUDED IN THE SCIENTIFIC 
LIVING SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
The Scientific Living Series Unit dealing with the universe
1, Through the Year - The Days Grow Shorter pp, 44-45
book 1 A Morning Ride pu. 84-87
Shadows pp, 88-93 
A Night Ride in Winter pp, 94-95 
The Days Grow Longer pp. 99-100 
A Night Ride in Spring pp. 158-160
2. Winter Comes and 
Goes - book 2
3. The Seasons Pass - 
book-3
4. The How and Why Club - rars----- 1 —
The Winter Sky pp. 112-118 
The Earth pp. 133-134 
The Sun Helps Us pp. 178-179 
The Spring Sky pp. 208-210
Day and Night pp. 156-160 
The Moon pp. 161-165 
Jimmy1s Star Pictures pp. 166-167 
Pictures in Rocks pp. 200-204 
Rocks have Names pp. 204-208 
How Soil is Made pp. 209-211 
We Need Soil pp. 212-220 
How Soil is Carried pp. 221-223
How to Know Winter Constella­
tions pp. 176-192 
How the Earth*s Surface Changes 
pp. 193-203
How the Sun and Moon Affect the 
Earth pp. 204-212
Totals 21
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TABLE III
THEMES CONCERNING THE UNIVERSE INCLUDED IN NEW PATHWAYS IN
SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
New Pathways in Science 
Series
Unit dealing with the universe
1« We Want to Know - Primer The Sky pp. 109-124
2, We Find Out - book 1 • • •
3, Changes All Around Us
- book 2
The Sky Above Us pp, 140-180 
The Story of the Ground pp, 
203-242
4, Our Earth and Sky - 
ESoirs—
The Story of the Sky pp, 8-41 
What the Sun Gives Us pp. 42-63 
Plants and Animals of Long Ago 
pp, 64-98
5. The Earth and Life 
TTponTFT'EookT~
The Earth pp. 8-59
The Changing Earth pp. 60-113 
Beyond the Earth pp. 142-155
Totals 5 9
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TAELE IV
THEMES CONCERNING THE UNIVERSE INCLUDED IN CUR WORTD OP SCIENCE 
SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Our World of Science Series Unit dealing with the universe
1, Science All About Us - 
book 1
The Seasons pp. 4-43
2, Science Through the The Earth pp. 32-49
Year - book 2 Rocks and Soil pp. 50-63
The Sun pp. 64-75
3. Science Every Day - 
book 3
Day Sky and Night Sky pp. 4-31
4. Exploring In Science - Our Big Round Earth pp. 4-23
book 4 The Three Parts of Our Earth 
pp. 26-53
The Sun and the Moon pp. 150-177
Rocks and Minerals pp. 244-267
Totals 4 9
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TABLE V
THEMES CONCERNING THE UNIVERSE INCLUDED IN CURRICULUM 
FOUTDATION SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH TV
Curriculum Foundation Scries Unit dealing with the universe
Days and Days pp« 39-52
Sun, Wind, and Weather pp, 41-
60
Land and Water pp, 37-52
Why do We Have Days and Nights?
pp, 91-111
What Can We See in the Sky at
Night? pp. 113-137
Totals 4 5
1, Look and Learn - book A
2, All Around Us - book B
3, How Do We Know - book C
4, Discovering our World - 
'book 1
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TABLE VI
THEMES CONCERNING THE UNIVERSE INCLUDED IN BASIC SCIENCE 
EDUCATION SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Basic Science Education Unit dealing with the universe 
Serlee
1, Primary Series - unitext How the Sun Helps Us 
series
2, Intermediate books - Earth a Great Storehouse
3 unit ext s Sky Above Us
Stories Read From Rocks
Totals 4 4
£3
Tables VII through XII deal with themes concerning the 
content area. Conditions Heeessary to Life• From these 
tables it Is apparent that all of the readers checked con­
tained one or more units of work related to the content 
area* All sixty of these units developed some of the 
objectives contained In the following statements that are 
expressions of conceptions of modern science related to this 
unit area* A list followsi
(1) Through Interdependence of the species and the 
struggle for existence a balance tends to be maintained among 
the many forms of life*
(2) The earth’s position In relation to the sun and moon 
Is a determining factor of life on earth*
(3) Species have survived because of adaptations and 
adjustments which have fitted them to the conditions under 
which they live*
(4) The physical environment has great Influence on the 
structural forms of life and on plant and animal habitats*
(5) There are processes that go on within an organism 
that are vital to its continued existence.
(6) Certain material substances and certain physical 
conditions are limiting factors to life*
(7) Light is a limiting factor to life.?
? Ibid., pp. 53-55, passim.
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TABLE VII
THEMES CONCERNING CONDITIONS NECESSARY TO LIFE INCLUDED IN 
W0ND3RWGRLD OF SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
T.'on^erworld of Science 
Series Name of unit
1. Wonderwoi'ld of 
Science - dook 1
The Air Around Ue pp, 43-60
2. Nonderworld of 
Science - boo^ 2
Water and Its Forms pp. 63-81
3. Wonderworld of 
Science - booE 3
Food Makers pp. 12-26 
Heat pp. 65-86
4. Wonderworld of 
Science - boTflc 4
Light pp. 107-130
The Balance of Nature pp. 185- 
213
Totals 6
£0
TABLE VIII
TEE1.5S CCNCERNITTG COTIDITIONS NECESSARY TO LIFE INCLUDED IN 
THE SCIENTIFIC LIVING SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
The Sclentiflo Living Series Name of unit
1, Throurh the Year - 
book 1
Rain pp. 48-53
Wind pp. 102-103 
Clouds pp. 104-107
2, Winter Cowes and 
Gobs - book 2
Colder Weather pp. 73-75
Round About Us pp. 92-97
Weather in Many Places pp. 119 
121
Water in the Air pp. 122-125
Clouds pp. 126-128
The Wind Blows pp. 129-130
The Weather Vane pp. 131-132
The Sun Helps Us pp. 178-179
3. The Seasons Pass - 
Look 3
Air pp. 122-130
Why Susan’s Balloon Burst pp, 
131-135
V.e Need Soil pp. 212-220
4. The How and Why Club - 
book 4
how Plants and Animals Depend 
on Each Other pp. 73-91 
how Kan Uses the Food Stored 
by Plants pp. 100-127 
Randy’s Experiment pp. 266-271
Totals 4 17
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TAELS IX
TIIXX3 CCNCERKirO COTDITICT7S NSCESSARY TO LIFE INCLUDED IH
HEW PATHWAYS IH SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
New Pathways In Science Name of unit
1, T.e Want to Know * Primer
2. ".le Found Out - book 1
5, Changes All Around Ua
- b o ok "2
4, Our Earth and Sky - 
-
5, The Earth and Life 
Upon It - book 4
Water pp. 79-108
Air pp, 77-102
Heat and Cold pp. 121-162
All Kinds of Weather pp. 7-32 
How Living Things Use Air pp.
113- 138.
What the Sun Gives Us pp, 42-63 
What Keeps Plants Living on 
the Earth? pp. 186-217 
Waters of the Earth pp. 218-237 
The Air Around Us pp. 238-261
The Air and How It Works pp.
114- 141
The Value of Plants and Animals 
pp, 208-237
Totals 5 11
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TABLE X
THEMES CONCERTINO CO TUITIONS NECESSARY TO LIFE INCLUDED IN
OUR T.'CRLD OF t3CIL! CE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Ovp S'orld of Science Series Name of unit
1. Science All About Us - 
^ook 1 '
2. Science Through the
Year - book 2
3. Science Every Day -
^aT3------
4. Emlorlny In Science - 
book""4" - --------
Water pp« 126-143
Weather pp. 90-99
Weather pp. 6-15
Air and Water pp. 106-137
Many Ways to Live and Grow pp* 
78-101
We Live In Air pp. 168-193
Water for You and Me pp. 194-217
The Air Around Us pp. 54-75 
Plante and Animals Help Ue 
pp. 224-243
Totals
TABLE XI
THEMES COKCERNING CONDITIONS NECESSART TO LIFE INCLUDED IN 
CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES> GRADES I THROUGH IV
Curriculum Foundation Series Name of unit
le Look and Learn - book A Animals Must Have Food to Live 
and Grow pp. 11-21 
Days and Days pp» 39-52 
People and Animals Use Plants 
in Various ways pp. 54-69
2. All Around Us - book B Animals Must Have Food to Live 
and Grow pp. 3-29 
The Sun Gives Us Light and 
Heat pp. 41-60
The Wind Has a Force pp. 54-60 
Sufficient Light and Water Are 
Necessary for Growth pp. 68-77
Bow Do We Know * book C Animals Have Structures that 
Enable Them to Get Food in 
Various Types of Habitat 
pp. 3-36 
Land and Water Areas Are 
Utilized in Various Ways pp. 
37-52 
Water, Sunlight, and Certain 
Materials Found in the Soil Are 
Necessary for Plant Development 
pp. 53-72
4• Discovering our World - 
book 1
Why Do All Living Things Need 
Air and Water? pp. 47-65
Totals 4 11
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TABL2 XII
TH21223 C0KC5RHIN3 C0'T-ITI0N3 T^G7SSA^Y TO LIFS IHCLUEED IN 
BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Basic Science Education 
Series Kame of unit
1. Primary Series - 2 xml- 
texts
2, Intermediate books - 
4 unitexts
An Aquarium
Water Appears and Disappears
Air About Us
Clouds, Rain, Snow 
Thermometers, Eeat and Cold 
Water
Totals 6 6
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In Tables XIII through XVIII the resuita show that all 
of the books develop at least one unit concerning Living 
Things. Kany of the books developed two or more units. 
There are ninety-eight units dealing with this content area 
which is thirty-eight more units then the next largest con­
tent area, Conditions Hecessary to Life. Both areas relate 
to life since it is impossible to consider conditions 
necessary to life without considering life. In combining 
these two content areas we find tlat there are 159 units 
concerning life, or fifty-one per cent of all the units in 
the books checked. This reveals that forty per cent of the 
content areas receive fifty-one per cent of the treatment.
As has been reported in Chepter II, almost all ele­
mentary science was until recently a study of nature. It 
might be that this trend persists in spite of findings by 
a q
such investigators as Craig0 and Haupt that a child is 
interested in and finds no great difficulty in learning 
about all areas of his environment.
It has been stated by publishers^® that textbooks pre­
pared by them furnish training in the understanding of 
scientific principles. The manuals and guides checked
® Gerald S. Craig, Certain Techniques Used in Developing 
a Course of Study in Science" for the Horace I'ann TTementary 
‘School.
9 
George W, Haupt, ££, cit., pp. 104-05.
10
Helen Dolman MacCracken, og. cit., pp. 41-51.
TABLE XIII
THEMES CONCERNING LIVING THINGS INCLUDED IN WONDERWORLD OP
ECIE'rCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUCH IV
Wonderworld of Science 
Series
Name of unit
1. Wonderworld of
Science - tooJ 1
2. Wonderworld of
Science - bo'oC 2
3# Wonderwcrld of
Science - 'booTE 3
4# Wonderworld of
Science -book 4
Where Plants 
pp. 9-29
The World In
V>here We Get 
120
and Animals Live
Spring pp. 81-102 
our Food pp. 103-
Anlmala and Their Food pp, 7-38 
Getting Ready for Winter pp. 39- 
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Animals and Their Babies pp. Ill 
136
Useful and Harmful Animals pp. 
137-152
How Plants Are Produced pp. 137- 
163 
Useful Plants pp. 164-184
Animal and Plant Communities pp. 
7-36
Plants and Animals of the Past
pp. 37-66
Flowers and Seeds pp. 153-134
The Balance of Nature pp. 185- 
213
Totals 15
TABLE XIV
TKE1TS COKCEHKIKG ITVTT7 TFIF^S lECLVDED IK THE SCIENTIFIC 
LIVING SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
The Scientific Living Series Name of unit
1. Through the Year - 
book 1
Insects po, 5-11, 16, 19, 24- 
26, 122-127
Birds pp. 37-39, 58-61, 68-69, 
136-153
Other Animals pp. 14-23, 34-35, 
40-41, 64-67, 109-121, 152-157
Plants pp. 31-33, 54-57, 128-
137
2. Winter Cornea and 
Goes - book 2
Insects pp. 5-25, 158-169 
Spiders pp. 26-28, 170-171 
Animals that Live in Water pp. 
29-35, 55-58, 146-148, 150-157 
Birds pp. 49-53, 98-101, 192- 
198, 201-205 
Other Animals pp. 59-65, 110- 
111, 149, 186-191, 199-200, 
2C6-2G7
Plants pp. 36-47, 81-85, 136- 
138, 144-145, 174-185, 220-222
3. The Seasons Pass • 
book 3
Insects pp, 32-33, 54-60, 242- 
249
Birds pp. 34-39, 71-79, 140-155, 
226-241, 250-253, 258-261, 270- 
273
Other Animals pp. 46-53, 61-63, 
80-95, 107-110, 178-189, 262-268 
Plants pp. 13-31, 174-177, 196-
199, 212-220, 254-261
4, The Fow and Why Club - 
----------- Birds pp. 250-265, 308Other Animals pp. 28-51, 57-91, 
128, 147, 169-175, 306-316 
Plants pp. 13-27, 73-89, 100- 
127, 148-167, 222-249, 294-305
Totals 4 17
TABLE XV
THEXES CONCERKIFG LTVIFG THir?-S IKCLUTED IN NE?T PATHWAYS IN 
SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Totals
New Pathways In Science
Series
Name of unit
We Wan^ to Know - Primer Coverings pp. 43-62
Food for Birds pp. 63-78
2. We Fir.'; Out - bock 1 All Around Us pp. 7-42 
Animal Homes pp. 43-76 
The Garden pp. 1S9-220
®* Cben,-es All Around Us 
• book 2
How Llvlnr Things Stay Alive 
Through the Year pp. 33-112 
How Living Thlnp-s Use Air pp. 
113-138
How Animals Grow Up pp. 243- 
282
4« Our Earth and Sky - 
T5ok"3-
Plants and Animals of Long Ago 
pp. 64-97 
Animals of Today pp. 98-151 
How Animals Care for Their Young 
pp. 152-135 
That Keeps Plants Living on the 
Earth pp. 186-217
Waters of the Earth pp. 218-231
5. The Earth and Life 
Upon It - book 4
Animals Which Live Together pp. 
156-183
How Other Animals Live pp. 184- 
207
The Value of Plants and Animals 
pp. 208-237 
Plants pp. 300-323
5 17
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TABLE XVI
THESES CONCERIfING LIVIKG THINGS INCLUDED IN OUR WORLD OP 
SCIENCE CTRIES, CRZT-ES I TERCUGR IV
Our World of Science Series Kame of unit
1, Science All About Us - 
book 1
Animals pp. 44-65 
Plants pp. 66-83 
Lemos pp. 145-157
2, Science T’nrou^h the
Year - book 2
In the Autumn pp. 16-31
In the Winter pp. 76-105
In the Spring pp. 150-1CS
Animals on the Farm pp. 198-209
A Visit to the Forest pp. 210- 
221
5* Science Every Day - 
bock 5
Eow Some Animals Live and Grow 
pp. 32-77 
Animal Homes pp. 102-133 
Eow Long Is a Lifetime pp. 218- 
243
4• Exploring In Science - 
book 4
Some Social Animals pp. 76-105 
Eow Other Animals Live pp. 106- 
127
Cardens pp. 154-223
Totals 4 14
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TABLE XVII
THEMES CONCERNING LIVING THINGS INCLUDED IN CURRICULUM 
FOUNDATION SERIES, G-1ALES I THROUGH IV
Curriculum Foundation Series Name of unit
ard Learn * book A Animals pp« 3-24 
Outdoors pp. 53-69
2e All Around Us - book B Animals pp, 3-23 
Plants pp, 61-77
H°w Know - book C Animals pp. 3-36 
Plants pp. 53-72
4. Discovering our World - 
book 1
How Are the Things of the 
World Put in Groups? pp. ! 
45
How Do Animals and Plants 
Grow? pp. 183-214
Totals 4 8
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TABLE XVIII
THEMES CONCERNING LIVING THINGS INCLUDED IN BASIC SCIENCE
EDUCATION SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Basic Science. lyP.icitlon Name of unlt
Series
1, Primary aeries - 9 uni- 
text a
An Aquarium
Animals and Their Young 
Animals Round the Year 
Animals That Live Together 
Birds in the Eig V«oods 
The Insect Parade 
The Pet Show
The Plants Round the Year 
Useful Plants and Animals
2. Intermediate books -
20 unitexts
Animals of the Seashore
Animals of Yesterday
Animal Travels
Animals 117e Know 
Birds
Dependent Plants
Fishes
Flowers, Fruits, Seeds
Carden and its Friends, The
Carden Indoors
Insects and Their nays
Living Things
Plant and Animal Partnerships
Plant Factories
Reptiles
Caving Our Ulld Life
Seeds and Seed Travels
Spiders
Toads and Frogs
Trees
Totals 29 29
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Hated concepts developed In the unita presented In the 
texts* The intellectual growth of children depends on 
the learning situation in the classroom more than on con­
cepts developed between the pages of books, as important 
as these may be* Through many experiences such as are 
described in the ninety-eight units pertaining to Living 
Things, not through merely reading from the book, a child 
should grow gradually in his understanding of these state­
ments prepared by the specialists)
(1) Through interdependence of the species and the 
struggle for existence a balance tends to be maintained 
among the many forms of life*
(2) The earth’s position in relation to the sun and 
moon is a determining factor of life on earth*
(3) All life comes from life and produces its own kind 
of living organism.
(4) Species have survived because of adaptions and 
adjustments which have fitted them to the conditions under 
which they live*
(5) All life has evolved from simple forms*
(6) The physical environment has had great influence 
on the structural forms of life and on plant and animal 
habitats.
(7) Man can modify the nature of plant and animal forms 
through application of his knowledge of the laws of heredity
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(8) There is a great variety in the size, structure, 
and habits of living things#
(9) Certain material substances and certain physical 
conditions are limiting factors to life*
(10) Light is a limiting factor to life*
(11) Sound is caused by waves which are produced by a 
vibrating body and which can affect the auditory nerves of 
the ear*
(12) There are processes that go on within an organism 
that are vital to its continued existence*
(13) Heredity determines the difference between parents 
and offsprings as well as the resemblances*^
It is interesting to note that only thirteen of the 
thirty-eight statements pertain specifically to Living Things. 
This is thirty-four per cent against fifty-one per cent of 
the units in the science readers dealing with life*
A study of Tables XIX through XXIV reveals that all 
the readers checked contain at least one unit concerning the 
content area, Physical and Chemical Forces, Themes concerning 
magnetism and electricity are developed in twenty-five of 
the fifty-three units checked. Themes conceraing the power 
of air are developed in sixteen and the power of water in 
ninety-nine. Themes pertaining to such forces as heat, sound,
national Society for the Study of Education, Thirty- 
First Yearbook, cit*, pp* 53-55, passim*
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TABLE XIX
THEMES CONCERNING PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FORCES INCLUDED IN 
WONDERWORLD OF SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Wonderworld of Science 
Series
1, Wonderworld of
Science - 'book 1
2, Wonderworld of 
^cl ence ~~lpook 2
3, Wonderworld of
Science - booE 3
4, Wonderworld of
Science - booE 4
Name of unit
The Air Around Us pp, 43-60
Water and Its Forms pp, 63-81 
Magnets pp, 82-94
Heat pp, 65-86
Making Work Easier pp, 87-116
Electricity pp, 67-106
Light pp. 107-130
Totals
105
TABLE XX
THEMES CONCERNING PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FORCES INCLUDED IN 
THE SCIENTIFIC LIVING SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
The Sclentifio Living Series Name of unit
le Through 
book 1
the Year - A New Toy pp. 96-98 
Bob Flies His Kite; Wind pp, 
100-103
2, Winter Comes and 
Goes - book 2
Where Did the Water Go? pp, 69 
72 
Christmas Toys pp, 86-91 
The Wind Blows pp. 129-152 
In the Park pp. 212-215
5, The Seasons Pass * 
book 3
Air pp. 122-155
What Makes Sound pp. 156-159 
A Spring Shower pp. 274-278
4e. The How 
book 4
and Why Club - How Light Helps Us to See pp. 
215-221
The How and Why of Ventilation 
pp, 266-271
How Magnetism and Electricity 
Work pp. 272-293
Totals 4 12
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TABLE XXI
THEMES CONCERNING PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FORCES INCLUDED IN 
NEN PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
New Pathways In Science 
------ Series---------- Namo of unlt
1, We Want to Know - Primer Things Fall pp. 7-19 
Things Rub pp. 21-41
2* *9 Find Out•- book 1 Air pp, 77-101
What Makes Things Go pp, 103' 
119
Working with Machines and
Magnets pp. 163-187
3, Changes All Around Ua 
- book 2
4# Our Earth and Sky •------------- *•
5« The Earth and Life
Voon It - book 4
How People Use Electricity pp« 
181-202
The Air Around Ua pp« 238-261 
Magneta and What They Do pp, 
262-281
The Air and How It Works pp, 
114-141
The Energy Man Uses pp, 324-354
Totals 10
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TABLE XXII
THEMES COHCEHNING PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FORCES INCLUDED IN 
OUR WORLD OP SCIENCE SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Our World of Science Series Name of unit
1• Science All About Us - 
book 1'
2, Science Through the 
Year - book E '
3« Science Every Day - 
book 3
Exploring in Science - 
book 4
The Magnet pp, 100-105
What Makes Things Go pp, 106- 
117
An Easy Way pp. 118-125
Water pp. 126-143
Air and Water pp. 106-137 
Making Things Work pp. 176-197
What a Magnet Can Do pp. 134- 
143
The World Uses Electricity pp. 
144-167
We Live in Air pp. 168-193 
Water for You and Me pp. 194- 
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The Air Around Us pp. 54-75 
Electricity and Magnetism pp. 
128-149
The Sounds We Hear pp. 178-193
Totals 4 13
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TABLE XXIII
THEMES CONCERNIKG PHYSICAL AND CHB^CAL FORCES INCLUDED IN 
CURRICULUM FOUNTATICN SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Curriculum Foundation Series Name of unit
1, Look and Learn - book A
2, All Around Us - book B
3, Fow Do We Know - book C
4• Discovering our World - 
book 1
Machines pp, 25-33
Getting Work Done pp, 29-40
Wheels and Levers pp, 73-93
What Can Magnets Do? pp. 139- 
155
Totals 4 4
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TAELE XXIV
THEMES COHCERNIKG PHYSICAL AHD CHEMICAL FORCES INCLUEED IN 
BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES, GRADES I THROUGH IV
Basic Science Education ©f unit
Series
le Primary series - 1 uni- Doing Work
text
2, Intermediate books - Electricity
6 unitexts Gravity
Machines 
Magnets 
Sound 
What Things Are Made of
Totals 7 7
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wheels and. levers, and machines were all checked more than 
once. There was only one unit developed on themes concerning 
the elements things are made of, other than the references 
to the statements that air is made of oxygen and carbon dioxide 
and that water contains minerals. The unit on elements things 
are made of Is one of the unitexts; it is the opinion of this 
investigator that it is better suited to the upper Inter­
mediate grades.
By checking the themes developed In the units relating 
the Physical and Chemical Forces against the specialists1 
list of statements It Is found that these units. If properly 
presented, should help the child grow intellectually in 
understanding the following statement si
(1) The sun Is the chief source of energy for the earth.
(2) Matter or energy cannot be created or destroyed but 
changed from one form to another,
(3) The energy of solar radiation is continually working 
changes In the surface of the earth,
(4) The evolution of the earth has come as a result of 
natural forces.
(5) Chemical and physical changes are manifestations 
of energy changes.
(6) There are fewer than one hundred chemical elements.
(7) Every substance is one of the following: (a) a 
chemical element, (b) a chemical compound, or (c) a mechanical 
mixture.
Ill
(8) Sound la caused by waves which are produced by a 
vibrating body and which can affect the auditory nerves of 
the ear#
(9) Gravitation la the attractive force that Influences 
or governs the movementa of astronomical bodies.
(10) Machines are devices for accomplishing useful 
transformations of energy.
(11) Any machine, no matter how complicated, may be 
analyzed Into a few simple types.
(12) The properties of different elements depend on 
the number and arrangement of the electrons and protons 
contained In their atoms.
(13) All matter Is probably electrical In structure.
(14) The applications of electricity and magnetism In 
the home and In Industry have revolutionized the methods 
of living of many people.
(15) The kinetic energy of the molecules determines the 
physical states of matter.
(16) The gravitational attraction between the earth 
and a mass of unconfined liquid or gaa causes the pressure 
of the liquid or gaa on the surface of the earth.
(17) Liquid or gas pressure is exerted equally In all 
directions,
(18) Chemical changes are accompanied by energy changes.
(19) A change in range or direction of motion of an object 
requires the application of an external force.
(20) Radiant energy travels in straight lines through 
a uniform medium.
(21) Electricity is a form of energy that results from 
disturbing the position or the regular paths of electrons.
(22) In a chemical change a quantitative relationship 
exists between the amounts of substances reacting and the 
amounts of the substances that are the products of the 
reaction.^
Here it is found that twenty-two of the thirty-eight 
statements made by the specialists relate to physical and 
chemical force. This is fifty-seven per cent of the state­
ments over against thirty-four per cent pertaining to life 
and conditions necessary to life. It may be seen that fifty- 
one per cent of the units contain themes relating to Living 
Things and Conditions necessary to Life and only seventeen 
per cent of the units have themes related to the content 
area. Physical and Chemical Forces.
An Interesting field of research would be to try to 
determine if textbooks, being made to sell, are influenced 
more by what teachers want than what has been determined by 
teachers and specialists, by Investigation, to be principles 
necessary to growth in the tinder standing of the basic con­
cepts of science, Blough saysi
12 Ibid,, pp, 53-55, passim.
If we wait until all elementary teachers feel 
comfortably equipped to handle science we shall 
never get started.* 145
15 Glen 0. Blough, erg. clt., p. 10.
14
National Society for the Study of Education, Forty-
Sixth Yearbook, og. clt., p. 76,
15
George Willard Frasier and others. Through the Year, 
pp. 42-43.
16 Gerald S* Craig, Solenee In Childhood Education, op* 
pit•, p• 50e
Tables XXV through XXX reveal several interesting things. 
Only forty-four units were found concerned specifically with 
man and his environment. That is to say that twenty per 
cent of the content area received fourteen per cent of the 
treatment. Six of the twenty-six books checked had no units 
related to this content area. One of the series had only 
two units dealing with man and his environment, another series 
only three units. There were fourteen units concerned with 
the theme, health. It should be taken into account that 
twelve of the fourteen units concerning health were in one 
series of readers. In three of the series of readers no 
reference to health as a part of science was found. The 
Forty-Sixth Yearbook states:
A program in science should develop a large back­
ground for the teaching of health. Many schools are 
now integrating health entirely with science and the 
social studies. Science provides much of the back­
ground for the teaching of health facts and the 
development of health habits. Moreover in their study 
of science, pupils gain a vision of the potentialities 
of science in the improvement of health of the nation 
and the world.1^
A theme related to safety is touched upon in one reader 
1R 18
of The Scientific Living Series.Craig was quoted in
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TABL3 XXV
THZI.ZS COnCERHXG !'AT7 ATI) HIS CCIITRCL OVER HIS EWIRORMETJT 
INCLUDED IN WONDERWQRTD OP SCIENCE SERIES, 
GRADES I THROUGH IV
Wonderworld of Science 
Series N&ko of unit
How Man Changes the Earth pp, 
54-60
The Balance of Nature pp. 185- 
220
Totals 4 2
1, Wondertrorld of
Science- boo£ 1
2, Wonderworld of
Science - bo*oS 2
5. Wonderworld of
Science - booE 3
4, Wonderworld of
Science - l 2 * 4booE 4
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TABLB XXVI
THEMES CONCERNING MAN AND HIS CONTROL OVER HIS ENVIRONMENT 
INCLUDED IN THE SCIENTIFIC LIVING SERIES, 
GRADES I THROUGH TV
The Scientific LI vine; Series Name of unit
1, Through the Year - 
book 1
2, Winter Comes and 
does - 'book 2
3, The Seasons Pass - 
'book-3
4. The How and Why Club - 
book 4
Stop! Look I Wait I pp, 42-43 
Ready for School pp, 46-47 
Nancy Goes Home pp, 62-63
Susan*e Teeth pp. 66-67
Vegetables pp, 84-85; 211 
Round About Us pp, 92-97 
Nancy Takes a Bath pp. 216-224
Four Senses pp. 64-70
Jack*s Teeth pp. 96-99 
The Doctor Comes pp. 114-121 
Jack*8 Clothing pp. 168-173 
Jimmy Learns About His Skin 
pp. 224-225
Jack*s Bath pp. 269 
Off to Camp pp. 280-285
How Our Skeleton is Made pp. 92- 
99
How Man Uses the Food Stored by 
Plants pp. 100-127
How to Care for Food pp. 148-169
Totals 4 17
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TABL3 XXVII
THESES COKCERKIKG V-AN AND FIS CONTROL OVER HIS ENVTRCTT^T 
INCLUDED IN NEW PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE SERIES, 
GRADES I THROUGH IV
New Pathways In Science
Series
Name of unit
"e to Know - Primer • • •
2. We Find Out - book 1 • • •
3• Changea All Around Ua
- book 2
How People Use Electricity pp, 
181-202
4, Our Earth and Sky - e • •
5, The Earth and Life 
Unon It - book 4
Some of Our Resources and How 
to Conserve Them pp, 233-299 
The Energy Man Uses pp. 324- 
354
Totals 5 3
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TABL3 XXVIII
THELTS CONCERNING FAN AND HIS CONTROL OVER HIS ENVTRON?reNT 
INCLUDED IM OUR ?.'ORLD CP SCIENCE SERIES, 
GRADES I THROUGH IV
Our World of Science Series Name of unit
1. Science All About Us - 
book 1
2. Science Throvrh the
Year book 2 "
3. Science Every Day -
Ko6F3------
4e Exploring In Science - 
b"6ok"T-------
The Blizzard pp, 138-149 
Making Things Work pp. 176-197
The Torld Uses Electricity pn. 
144-167
Water for You and Ke pp, 194- 
217
Plants and Animals Help Us pp, 
224-243
Conservation pp, 268-304
Totals 4 6
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TABLE XXIX
THEISS CONCEHKina VAN ARD HIS CORT HOL OVER HIS ET^IROHMENT 
INCLUDED IN CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES,
GRADES I THROUGH IV
Crrr1eulun Foundation Sarles Name of unit
1, Look and Learn - book A Man Uses Animals for Various
Purposes pp« 11-24
Kachinea pp. 25-38
People and Animals Use Plants
In Various Ways pp, 54-69
2, All Around Ub - book B Getting Work Done pp, 28-40
3, Eov Do We Know - book C Wild Animal Life Can Be Con­
served by Man pp, 34-36 
Land and Water Areas Are 
Utilized In Various Ways pp, 
38-52
Plants Are Protected by Kan so 
That He can Derive Food and 
Pleasure From Them pp. 53-72
4 • Dlecoyerlng our World - 
book 1
How Can You Keep Well? pp, 157 
181
Totals 4 8
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TABLB XXX
THEM33 CONCKRKIlia KAT7 A'TD HIS CONTROL OV3R HIS ENVIRONMENT 
INCLUDED IN BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES,
GRADES I THROUGH IV
Basic Science EduoetIon KaBg of
Series
!• Primary series - 1 unl- 
toxt
Doing Work
2* Intemedlate books - 
7 uni texts
Saving Our "lid Life
You as a Machine
Earth a Great Storehouse
Electricity
Fire
Machines
Thermometers, Heat and Cold
Totals 8 8
TABLE XXXI
CUMULATIVE LIST OF THEMES IN FIVE CONTENT AREAS OF THE 
TOTAL ENVIRONMENT
The 
Series of universe 
books
Conditions 
Necessary 
to 
life
Living 
things
Physical 
and 
chemical 
force
Man and his 
control over 
his environ­
ment
Wonderworld 
of Science 
Series
6 6 13 7 2
The Sclen-
i.lf 1 c Living 
Series
21 17 17 12 17
New Pathways 
In Science 
Series
9 11 17 10 3
Our World of
Science
Series
9 9 14 13 6
Curriculum 
froundat ion 
Series
5 11 8 4 8
Basic
Science 
Education 4 6 29 7 8
Series
Totals 54 60 98 53 44
Place 3 2 1 4 5
Percentage 
of 
treatment
18 20 31 17 14
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Chapter III where he emphasized the importance of teaching 
sclentific principles which are basic to safe conduct*
Units with themes concerning conservation make up seven 
of the forty-four units checked* The Forty-Sixth Tearbook 
states:
The place of science in bringing about wise 
utilization of natural resources to the welfare 
of manlrlnd is an li.iportar.t aspect of the science 
areas related to the social needs*17
In comparing the themes developed with the statements 
of specialists it can be seen that twenty-eight per cent 
of the etatements are concerned with this content area, while 
only fourteen per cent of the units checked develop themes 
concerning ran and his control over his environment* The 
statements follow:
(1) Through Interdependence of the species and the 
struggle for existence a balance tends to be maintained 
among the many fonris of life.
(2) All life comes from life and produces its own kind 
of living organism,
(3) There have been profound changes in climate, not 
only of certain regions, but also of the earth as a whole*
(4) The earth's position in relation to the sun and 
moon is a determining factor of life on earth*
(5) Species have survived because of adaptations and 
adjustments which have fitted them to the conditions under 
which they live*
17
National Society for the Study of Education, Forty- 
Sixth Tearbook, £g* cit*, p* 77*
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(6) The physical environment has had jreat Influence 
on the structural forms of life and on plant and animal 
habitats.
(7) Kan can modify the nature of plant and animal form 
through application of his knowledge of ths laws of heredity.
(9) There are processes that go on within an organism 
that are vital to Its continued existence.
(9) Sound Is caused by waves which are produced by a 
vibrating body and which can affect the auditory nerves of 
the ear.
(10) Machines are devices for accomplishing useful 
transformations of energy.
(11) The applications of electricity and magnetism in 
the home and In Industry have revolutionized the methods
18 of living of many people.
4. Summary of Analysis
The analysis of six series of science readers in regard 
to units related to the content areas The Universe, Conditions 
Necessary to Life, Living Things, Physical and Chemical Forces, 
and Man and His Control Over His Environment lead to the 
following findingsi
18 
Ibid., Thirty-First Yearbook, ojo. cit,, pp. 53-55, 
passim.
(1) The content area concerning living Things received 
much the greatest enphasis* There were thirty-eight more 
unite checked concerning it than the next content area. 
This may be due to several conditions.
(2) Three of the content areas dealt directly with life: 
Living Things, Conditions Necessary to Life, and 7'an and His 
Control Over His Hnvlron’-ient. It was found that thirty-one 
per cent of the units checked dealt with Living Things, and 
twenty per cent with Conditions Necessary to Life, while Man 
and His Control Over His Environment received only fourteen 
per cent of the treatment.
(3) Health, safety and economy received only slight treat 
ment as themes in the units concerning Van and Els Control 
Over His Environment.
(4) The percentage of units concerning Physical and 
Chemical Forces was much less than the percentage of space 
given this content area in the statements of the specialists.
(5) The content areas related to The Universe and to 
Conditions Kscessary to Life are more nearly balanced in 
percentage of units checked and in treatment of the themes 
developing these two units.
(6) Units related to aex education were completely 
lacking. There were units relating to Living Things showing 
that all life produces its own kind, and some reference to 
pollination of flowers by insects. Any subject so contro­
versial as sex education must win its place in the curriculum 
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with the cooperation of parent croups, hut surely there is 
a felt need for this subject and science presents many 
opportunities for units related to sex education*
In the opinion of this investigator it seems that the 
following conclusion is in order: the six series of science 
readers did not show balance in percentage of units treated 
in the five content araas* Conditions Keceasary to Life 
received Its proportionate percentage of treatment—twenty 
per cent of the units related to the five content areas 
dealt with this area. The Universe received eighteen per 
cent of the treatment and Physical and Chemical Forces 
received seventeen per cent. However it may be seen that 
Living Things received thirty-one per cent of the treatment 
and Fan and His Control Over Hls ^rvlronrrent only fourteen 
per cent.
It might be that a study of broad problems relating 
more living things to man rather than a study of living 
things as such, without themes concerning the economic 
importance of living things or the cultural Importance of 
appreciation of the living things, would bring about a balance 
in the content areas. By pressing together many small ideas 
into one large one, children under wise guidance should be 
able to study problems that really make a difference in 
their daily living.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the analysis of tables in Chapter IV it would 
seem that the units developed in these readers were not 
well balanced in relation to content areas. Units related 
to such themes as health, safety and man1 s economic control 
of his environment apparently are neglected. No units dealt 
with sex education.
Much of the pertinent research and literature related 
to elementary science was studied in this investigation. 
Books prepared by specialists for teachers containing units 
pertaining to the content areas were studied. Six series 
of science readers were analysed.
From the tabulation and comparison with specialists1 
criteria, one concludes that experiences planned to develop 
intellectual growth in understanding the principles or state­
ments related to the content areas are necessary for the 
child in order that he may make adjustments to the world 
about him through interpretations that are consistent with 
the best statements of truth available.
This investigator has studied the criteria set up by 
many specialists on elementary science. Criteria validated 
by specialists were quoted in Chapter II. Some criteria 
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wore cltod in Chapter III. With these criteria in mind, 
the invdstlcator read many books prepared for teachers of 
elementary science and many books used in the first four 
grades. With this and the conclusions drawn from the analysis 
as guides in evaluation, the Investigator listed science 
experiences that should contribute to growth in the child 
in understanding the basic concepts of science. It is hoped 
that these experiences listed in Chapter III may be of some 
help to the busy fourth grade teacher.
CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTED PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER STUDY
A Hat of science experiences for a fourth grade of 
Houston, Texas, was prepared by (a) careful study of criteria 
and statements of objectives set up by specialists, and (b) 
analysis of six series of science readers. Modern trends 
in science education are indicated in the review of pertinent 
literature and research. It was found that units available 
to teachers in science readers do not offer a balanced pro­
gram in the areas of total environment. These deficiencies 
have been pointed out and recommendations were made which 
it is believed mi^it help overcome these deficiencies.
This chapter will include some of the many problems 
suggested by this and other investigations studied.
The overemphasis on life without stressing the inter­
relationship of living things poses these questionst Is 
the nature study movement still exerting great influence on 
authors of science readers? Are elementary teachers, un­
trained in methods of teaching science, afraid of such con­
tent areas as Physical and Chemical Forces and Man and His 
Control Over His Environment and do they demand of publishers 
more units in content areas which they feel they are equipped 
to teach?
-127-
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When and how la an elementary achool teacher prepared 
to teach aclencet What are the trenda In In-aervlce training 
in elementary acience?
Where may the buay elementary teacher find suitable 
materials and apparatus? What materials and apparatus are 
suitable for use with young children? How may these be 
best utilized in a classroom that has none of the qualities 
of a science laboratory?
What is the place of sex education in the science 
program? How may such a program be developed for use in 
the elementary schools?
What is the place for objects, textbooks, and visual 
aids in a science program emphasizing experiences that are 
continuously orientated toward the basic concepts of science?
How may the scientific attitude be applied to all 
teaching? How may the scientific attitude and scientific 
methods be employed to disprove superstitions that influence 
ways of living?
The entire field of evaluation in terms of changes in 
understanding, action and outlook presents questions related 
to teacher evaluation and pupil-teacher evaluation*
What is the responsibility of the administrator in 
equipping her building with well selected materials, apparatus, 
and science books for use in the classrooms?
These and other similar pressing problems relating to 
science in the elementary schools certainly should be
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scientifically studied by teachers. It is confidently 
expected that when this is done elementary teachers will 
place science on a par with other content areas on the 
curriculum. As was stated by Zlm earlier in this study: 
It is impossible to exclude science experiences 
from the lives of normal children, • • • It is 
not a question of whether or not young children should 
study science. All their coming and going at school 
and play Involve them with materials, actions, and 
Ideas that stem from science. It is up to the 
teachers to follow their pupils, to utilize these 
everyday contacts as a means of helping them to 
understand the world around them.1
Herbert S, Zlm, ££• •» PP» 3-4,
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SIX SSHISS OP SCIENCE READERS
It wae the stated purpose of this Investigation to list 
science experiences for the fourth grade child. Six series 
of science readers were read and analyzed for units related 
to five content areas of the total environment. These were 
listed in Tables I-XXX. Pages in the readers related to 
the units in the five content areas will be found in the 
tables. A list of the six series of readers is included 
here.
1. The Wonderworld of Science Series, by Warren Knox and
Others, Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1946.
The Wonderworld of Science, book 1. 
The Wonderworld "oF Science, book 2. 
The Wonderworld o7 Science', book 3. 
The Wonderworld "oF Science, book 4•
2. The Sclentifio Living Series, by George Willard Frasier
and Others, Tlie L. n. Singer Company, Syracuse, New 
York, 1947.
Through the Year, book 1.
Winter Come"s”an3 Goes, book 2.
The Seasons Pass, book 3.
The now and Wliy Club, book 4.
3. New Pathways in Science Series, by Gerald S. Craig and
Others, Ginn and Company, Dallas, 1940.
We Want to Know, primer.
W TTFd rStTTHok 1.
Z/Eanres All Around Us, book 2.
Our Earth and Sky, Eook 3.
The Darth and Lire Upon It, book 4.
4. Our World of Science Series, by Gerald S. Craig and Others, 
ulnn and-Company, ballas, 1946.
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Science All About Us, book 1.
Science Through the Year, book 2e
Science Every Day, book 3.
Exploring in Science, book 4»
5« Basic Studies In Sciencei Curr 1 cultm Foun-lat 1 on Series, 
by Wilbur L.“Beauchamp* and ethers, Scott, tforesman and 
Company, Dallas, 1948.
Primary Seriest
Look and Learn, book A
All Around Us, book B 
how Do We Know, book C 
IntermedTaTe Seriest
Discovering Our World, book 1.
6. The Basic Science Education Series, Row, Peterson and 
Company, Evansbon, Illlnois7 IS45.
Primary Seriest 
An Aquarium 
Znimala end Their Young 
Anlnals* fiound tFe Year 
Animals That Dive Together 
birds in the felg V/oods, The 
P^ct"Fa^eTThe- ---
Pet Show, TEe 
Planta hound the Year 
Bseiul Plants and Animals 
Doing, Work 
How the bun Helps Us 
Water Appears and BTsappears
Intermediate Seriest 
Air About Us, The 
Animals of“Ehe Seashore 
Animals oP Yesterday 
Animal "Travels 
Animals We Know 
TIFc[s-------
Clouds, Rain, and Snow 
Dependent PTants 
Warth a Great Storehouse, The 
SlectrTclty 
HE5------
Pishes 
Flowers, Fruits, Seeds 
Garden and its“Frfends. The 
Garden Indoors
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Gravity
Ingects and Their Ways 
Living ‘Tii in "a
Va'ohfnea---
Ka^hetg”-
Plant and Animal Partnerships 
Plant Factor lea
Reptiles
Saying "Our Wild Life
Sclentiat and Kia Tools, The 
Seeds arid Seed Travels " 
Sky Al>ove Vs, The 
Sound
Spiders
Stories’ Road from Rocks 
Thermometers Ve'at an~d~Cold 
Toads and Frogs
Trees 
feat er
Vdiat "Things Are Made of
You ‘as a Machine
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SUPPLEI^KTAKI LIST CP SCI3KCE BOOKS FOR FOURTH CRABB CHILDREH
Due to the limitations of this study it is impossible to 
Include all science books suitable for reading in the fourth 
grade* Some of the books Included will be suitable only for 
the most advanced readers* A list of this kind should be 
constantly growing and changing* It is hoped that the books 
listed below will assist teachers In supplementing the 
science textbooks* For this reason It is Included here*
Books dealing with The Universe:
Bretz, Rudolf, The Story of Man and His Changing World, 
Follett Publishing Company, Chicago, 1936.
Buckley, H* M« and Others, Here and There, American 
Book Company, New York, 1940.
Draper, Arthur, Wonders of the Heavens $ Astronomy for 
Young People, Random ^ouse, Inc., Rew York, 1940*"
Dunham, Miriam, What1s in the Sky, The Oxford Press 
London, 1941*
Smith, Boyd E., So Long Ago, Houghton, Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1944*
Books dealing with Conditions Necessary to Life and 
Living Thingst
Agnew, Kate E* and Margaret Coble, Baby Animals on the 
Farm, World Book Company, New York, 1933*
Beaty, John Y*, Trees, M* A* Donohue Company, New York, 
1937.
Boulton, Rudyard, Traveling With the Birdsi A Book About 
Bird Migration, M. A* Donohue Company, New York, 1933*
Bronson, Wilfred, The Chisel Tooth Tribe, Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, New York, ld45.
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Buff, Kary and Conrad Buff, Ftp; Tree, Junior Literary 
Guild and The Viking Preaa, New York, 1946,
Encyclopaedia Britannica Picture Storlea, True Nature 
Serlea, Encyclopaedia Britannica Preaa, dhfcago, 
154d.
Animala of the Woods 
Gray Squirrel 
Snapping Turtle 
Water Birds 
Black Bear Twins 
Three Little Kittens 
Pride, the Saddle Horse 
Shop, the Para Dog 
Goats and Kids 
Adventures of Bunny Rabbit 
Animala of the Farm 
Elephants
Freund, Gladys Pratt, Wonders of the Sea, Random House, 
New York, 1941.
Gould, Dorothea, Very First Garden, Oxford University 
Press, New York, 1943.
Henry, Karguerite, Birds at Hore, M, A. Donohue and 
Company, New York, 194157
Huntington, Harriet E,, Let1 a Go Outdoors, Doubleday, 
Doran & Company, New York, T537Z
——», Let’s Go to the Seashore, Doubleday, Doran & 
Company, Yew York, 1941.
Limbeck, Russell L., American Trees, Random House, New 
York, 1942.
Natachat, Cecil H., American Butterflies and Moths, 
Random House, New York, 1942,
Noe, Virginia, Animal Inn, The Story of a Trallslde 
Museum, Junior Literary Guild and Zoughton, Mifflin 
Company, New York, 1946.
Paatorlus, Anna, What Animal Is It?, Wllco and Follett 
Company, New York, 1947.
———, What Bird la It?, Wllco and Follett Company, 
New York, 1945.
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Patch, Edith and G. L» Fenton, Mountain Neighbors, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1936e
Pratt, Gladys Lynwall, American Garden Flowers, Random 
Rouse, New York, 1943,
Smith, Nila B. and L» Towne, Cluck-Cluck’s Egyrs, Silver, 
Burdette & Company, New York, 19^7•
—• and Eleanor Troxell, Come and See, Silver, Burdette 
& Company, New York, 1938.
——, pick Makes a Garden, Silver, Burdette 8c Company, 
New ^ork, 1937.***
Goldfish and Birds, Silver, Burdette & Company, 
New York, 1938.
——, Nancy1r Apple Tree, Sliver, Burdette & Company, 
New T5FE7T957tr---
Texas Forest Service, Forest Trees of Texas; How to 
Know Them, Texas Forestry Association, College~3tatlon 
T5^sTT546.
Waring, Ruth Ann and Helen Wells, Puddle, the Real Story 
of a Baby Hippo, McNally and Company, Chicago, 1938.
Books dealing with Physical and Chemical Forcest
Baer, Marian E., Without Fire; A Book of Experiments, 
Rhinehart, New York, 1946. "
Baker, R. Ray, So That1s the Reason, Reilly and Lee, 
Chicago, 1939.
Baruch, Dorothy W., I Like Machinery, Harper Bros., 
New York, 1938.
Britton, Katharine, What Makes It Tick?, Houghton, 
Mifflin Company, )»ew"RYork, 1TTZ.
Coolidge, Anne and Anthony DIBona, Story of Steam, 
J. C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1735.
Freeman, Ira M., Invitation to Experiment, E. P. Dutton 
& Company, New York, 1940.
Freeman, Mae and Ira Freeman, Fun With Chemistry, Random 
House, New York, 1944.
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——Fun With Science, Random House, New York, 1945.
Gordon, Bertha F., Prove It Yourself, F. A. Owen Publish­
ing Company, Dansville, New York, 1928.
Horning, John L., and George C. McGinnis, An Open Door 
to Chemistry, D, Appleton-Century Company, New York,
Keelor, K. L., Working with Electricity, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 11-38.
Lord, Eugene H., Experiment Ing at Home with the Wonders 
of Science, DAppleton-Century Company, New York, 
1340.
Lynde, Carleton J., Science Experiments with Home Equip­
ment, Internattonal textbook Company," Scranton, 
Pennsylvania, 1937.
——Science Experiments with Inexpensive Equipment,
Internattonal TextbookCompany, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 
1939.
——, Science Experiments with 10-Cent Store Equipment, 
International Textbook Company, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 
1939.
McKay, Herbert, Easy Experimentsin Elementary Science, 
Oxford University Press, New York, 1932.
Morgan, A. P., The Boy Electrician, Lothrop, New York, 
1948.
——, Things a Boy Can Do with Chemistry, D. Appleton- 
Cent ury Company, Hew York," 1940.
Schneider, Herman and Nina Schneider, Let1s Find Out, 
William R. Scott, New York, 1946.
Yates, Raymond F., Science with Simple Things, D. Appleton- 
Century Company, New York, 1940.
Books dealing with Man and His Control Over His Environmenti
Aviation Research Associates, How Planes Fly, Harper 
Bros,, New York, 1943.
Hader, Bertha and Elmer Eader, Stop, Look, Listen, 
Longmans, Green and Company^ifew York, 1936.
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King, Eleanor and Wellmer Pegseis, Working With Fature, 
Harper Bros., New York, 1939•
Melrose, Kary and Others, Raindrons and Mud^Y Rivers, 
Follett Publishing Company, Chicago, 1541•
Reilly, Dorothy W., Our Airplane Book, Harr Wagner 
Publishing Company, San Francisco, 1938.
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A LIST OF VISUAL AIDS
A Hat of all films> filmstrips, 3" x 4" slides, and 
x 2" slides related to the content areas and now available 
in the Central Visual Education Library of the Houston Public 
Schools is given here. These visual aids are listed by 
content areas. Information concerning the films is given 
in this mannerI (a) order number, (b) exact title, (c) 
type of aid, such as "silent," "sound," or "color," (d) 
xnuming time, and (e) grade placement.
This list should prove of value to the teacher since 
motion pictures and filmstrips are in many cases the next 
best thing to an actual experience. Often such experiences 
are impossible or impractical. Films are of great value to 
the inexperienced teacher for they illustrate effective use 
of materials, good methods and content. The motion picture 
and filmstrip can illustrate scientific phenomena which 
cannot be seen by the naked eye.
Content Area - General
Motion Pictures
353 WHAT IS SCIENCE - sound - 11 min. • Int.-Jr.-Sr.
346 SCIENCE AND SUPERSTITION - sound - 11 min. - Int.-Jr 
Filmstrips
Slides
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Content Area - The Universe
Motion Pictures
560 EARTH AHD ITS SEASONS - sound - 10 min, - Int.-Jr.
276 EARTH LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE - sound - 12 min. - Int,
100 EARTH ROTATION AND REVOLUTION - sound - 11 min. - Int.
231 EARTH’S ROCKY CREST - sound - 11 min. - Int.
273 WHAT MAKES DAY AND NIGHT - sound - 12 min. - Int.
Filmstrips
495 HOW ROCKS ARE FORMED
493 HOW WE THINK OUR EARTH CAME TO BE
293 ICEBERGS AND GLACIERS
494 OUR EARTH IS CHANGING
497 SOIL
498 STORY OF THE EARTH WE FIND IN THE ROCKS
Slides
Content Area - Conditions Necessary to Life 
Motion Pictures 
230 WATER CYCLE - sound - 11 min. - Int, 
275 WHAT MAKES RAIN? - sound - 12 min. - Int. 
Filmstrips 
714 FOOD FROM THE SUN 
Slides
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Content Area - Living Things
Motion Pictures
Amphibians
142 FROGS, TOADS, AND SALAMANDERS - silent - 15 min. - Int 
Animals
20 ADVENTURES OP BUNNY RABBIT - sound - 11 mln. - Prim.
244 ANIMALS IN MODERN LIFE - sound - 10 min. - Int.
152 ANIMALS OP THE ZOO - sound - 11 min. - Prim.-Int.
565 BABY ANIMALS - sound - 10 min. - Prim.-Int.
4 BEACH AND SEA ANIMALS - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
591 BEAR AND ITS RELATIVES - sound - 10 min. - Prim.-Int.
155 BLACK BEAR TWINS - sound - 11 min. - Prim.-Int.
568 BUFFALO LORE - sound - 9 mln. - color - Int.
258 CARE OF PETS - sound - 11 min. - Prim.-Int.
257 COMMON ANIMALS OF THE WOODS - sound - 11 min. - Int.
592 COW AND ITS RELATIVES - sound - 11 min. - Prim.-Int.
88 ELEPHANTS - sound - 11 mln. - Prim.-Int.
165 FARM ANIMALS - sound - 11 mln. - Prim.-Int.
117 GRAY SQUIRREL - sound - 11 min. - Prim.-Int.
254 HORSE - sound - 11 min. - Int.
564 HOW ANIMALS DEPEND THEMSELVES - sound - 10 min. - Int.
565 HOW ANIMALS EAT - sound - 10 mln. - Int.
566 HOW ANIMALS MOVE - sound - 10 mln. - Int.
179 HOW NATURE PROTECTS ANIMALS - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
504 LIVE TEDDYBEARS - sound - 11 mln. - Prim.
589 MAMMALS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE - 11 mln. - Int.
147
315 KAMMALS OF THE WESTERN PLAINS - sound - color - 
10 min. - Int.
292 OUR ANIMAL NEIGHBORS - sound - 10 mln. - Prim.-Int. 
344 PIGS AND ELEPHANTS - sound - 11 mln. - Prim.-Int.
313 SNAKES - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
370 THRILL RIVER - sound - color - 9 mln. - Int.
Birds
318 BIRDS IN WINTER - sound - color - 10 mln. - Int.
197 BIRDS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE - sound - color - 10 mln. - 
Int.
281 BIRDS OF THE DOORYARD - sound - color - 11 mln. - Int 
S.F. BOB-O-LINK AND BLUEJAY - sound - 10 mln. - Int, 
312 FIVE COLORFUL BIRDS - sound - color - 10 mln. - Int.
125 ROBIN REDBREAST - sound - 11 min. - Prim.-Int.
287 RUBY-THROATED HUMMINGBIRD - sound - color - Prim.-Int 
233 WATER BIRDS - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
Insects
14 BUTTERFLIES - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
529 BUTTERFLY BOTANISTS - sound - color - 11 mln. - Int.
6 BEETLES - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
232 HOKEY BEE - sound - 11 min. - Int.
S.F. LIFE CYCLE OF MOSQUITO - sound - 12 mln. - Int. 
222 MOSQUITO - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
46 MOTHS - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
Plants
170 GARDENING - sound - 11 min. - Prlm.-Int.
37 LEAVES - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
55 PLANT GROWTH - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
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Fllaatripe
Animale
706 AKIYALS AROUKD TE2 tORLD
767 A: IKALS CP TE3 PCKD
768 ASH VISITS TH3 ZOO
672 CUUCXT LOUt STORY CP A WOODCHUCK
729 FRESH WATER SHELLFISH AFD AMPHIBIANS
730 FRESH WATER TURTLES A3D FISH
731 KZ3PIK0 AX AQUARIUM
205 LIF8 ATD WORK OP THE BEAVER
727 LIFE IX FONTS, LAKES, ARD STREAMS
770 LOM TID3 AT TH3 BEACH
732 PIA1T3 AKD STRAW03 ANIMALS OP THE SEA
733 SHELLFISH OP THS S3ASH0R3
728 SXALL FRESH WATER ANIMALS AKD INSECTS
771 TURTLES, THE
292 VISIT TO THE ZOO
772 WALK IN TEH WOODS
Pirds
499 ADAPTION OP BIRDS
769 BIRDS OP THE ZOO
500 BIRDS* NEST
312 GRCTOro UP OP THE TEXAS NIOET HAWK
603 S3LPIE0 THE BIRDS
502 H«l BIRDS SERVE HAN
313 HCW YCUKO BIRDS CUT THEIR FOOD
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501 KIORATIOH OF DIRTS
498 STRUCTURE OF BIRDS
Insects
297 BUTTERFLIES
311 GROWING UP OF THE BUCK NOTH
310 GROWING UP OF THE MONARCH BUTTERFLY
281 MOTHS
277 SOME INSECT LIFE HISTORIES
298 SPIDERS
Slides - 3* x 4"
5008 BIRDS
5033 FERNS
5035 FROGS
5043 HONEY BEE
5048 INSECTS
5066 MOSQUITO
5067 MOTHS
5081 PLANT GROWTH
5083 REPTILES
5093 SILK CULTURE
5105 TREES
5107 WATER ANIMALS
Slides • 2" x 2* - color
OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS
AUDUBON BIRD SLIDES
WHAT FORESTS GIVE
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EHEKI3S OF THS FORESTS
TREE ZDENTIFICATIOH
Content Area - Physical and Chemical Forces 
Motion Pictures
224 FIRE - sound • 10 mlne - Int«
293 HOW MAN MADE DAT - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
338 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICITY - sound - 11 min. - Int
284 MAGNETISM - sound - 11 min. - Int.
274 MAGNETS - sound - 11 min. - Int.
285 MATTER AND ENERGY - sound - 11 mln. - Int, 
Filmstrips
779 ATOMIC ENERGY
Slides - 3" x 4*
5055 LIGHT
5097 SOUND
Content Area • Man and His Control Over His Environment
Motion Pictures
Health and Safety
316 BICYCLING WITH COMPLETE SAFETY - sound - 10 mln. 
- Int,
372 CRIMES AND CARELESSNESS - sound - 11 mln..- Int.
141 DIPHTHERIA - silent - 15 mln. -Int.
157 FIRST AID - silent - 15 mln. - Int.
172 HOME NURSING - sound - 11 mln. - Int,
194 JOAN AVOIDS A COLD - sound - color - 10 min. - 
Prim.-Int.
151
296 LET’S PLAY SAFE - sound - 10 mln. - color - Int.
47 1TSCLES - silent • 15 mln. - Int.
195 OH TWO WHEELS - sound - 14 mln. - Int.
322 POSTURE HABITS - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
193 SAFE USE OP TOOLS - sound - color - 6 mln. - Int.
269 SAFETY BEGINS AT HOME - sound - 10 mln. - Int.
138 SAFETY IN THE HOME - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
196 SAFETY PATROL - sound - 10 min. - Int.
S.F. SAFETY TO AND FROM SCHOOL - sound - 10 mln. - Int.
135 SKIN - silent - 15 mln. - Int.
272 TOMTY’S DAY - sound - 20 mln. - Prim.
373 YOU AND YOUR BICYCLE - sound - 11 mln. - Prim.-Int
562 WATER—FRIEND OR ENEMY - sound - color - 10 mln. 
- Int.
317 WINKY THE WATCHMAN - sound - color - 10 mln. - Int
209 HOUSE I LIVE IN - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
102 IRRIGATION FARMING - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
248 PAPER - sound - 11 mln. - Int.
59 REFORESTATION OP WASTE LANDS - silent - 15 mln. - 
Int.
77 WEATHER FORECASTING - silent - 11 mln. - Int.
Filmstrips
Health
787 FOODS AND HEALTH
784 KEEPING CLEAN
789 KEEPING WELL
788 REST AND SLEEP
735 STRAIGHT AND TALL
786 STROKG TEETH
Safety
601 LIVING IN A KACHIN3 AGE
709 PEDALING POINTERS
602 SAFETY IN THE HOME
603 SAFETY IN THE STREETS
604 SAFETY AT HONE AID AT PLAY
425-429 SING-A-SONG OF SAFETY SERIES
